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IT MS G. . P :MENBADLY FRIGHTENED
NR. KNOX VIEWS
BODV OF LATE
EMPEROR
LODGE WILL OPEN
LG. 0. P. BATTLE
(N STATE OF OHIO
PROGRESSIVES
DOWN OLD
OJINAGA TAKEN
BY MEXICAN
REBELS
Tokio, Sept. 11. Philander C. Knox,
the infante Alfonso of Spain and
Prince Henry of Russia, respectively
the special ambassadors of tlie U. S.
and Germany, to the funeral of the
MARCUS C. DE BACA WILL
DEFEAT ANY STAND PATTER
OLD GUARD MAY NOMINATE
i
NEW PARTY IS FULL OF ENTHUSIASM AND HAS EXCELLENT CHANCE OF SWEEPING THE
STAT- E- CHEERS FOR ROOSEVELT AND MARCH AROUND THE HALL WHILE BAND
PLAYS "DIXIE" A BIG FEATURE
late Japanese ruler Mutsuhito, were
received in audience today by Em- -
New York, Sept 11. Chairman Hil-le- s
of the republican national commit-
tee announced today that he had se-
lected United States Senator Lodge
of Massachusetts to open the, national
republican campaign in Ohio on Sep-
tember 12, at Columbus. Secretary
Nagle of the department of commerce
and labor, will be the first member of
President Taft's cabinet to take the
stump in behalf of the prseidenf's re- -
election. He is expected in New
York in a few days.
GUARD
RETURNS FROM COLORADO PRIMA-
RIES HELD YESTERDAY INDICATE
SPLENDID SUCCESS OF THE NEW
peror Yoshihito.
His majesty accompanied the for-
eign representatives to view the lying
in state of the body of the late em-
peror. Each placed a wreath on the
coffin.
The special ambassadors afterward
NOW THEY ARE MARCHING IN THREE
COLUMNS ON AGUA PRIETA AND
BLOODY BATTLE IS EXPECTED
GARRISON OF 200 SOL-
DIERS AND 400 YAQUIS TO DE-
FEND THE CITY AMERICAN
took luncheon with Emperor Yoshihito PARTY -C- LOSE RACE FOR U. S
SENATORSHIP
THEY HAD NUGGETS.
Hachita, X. M., Sept. 11 Three
Mexicans, dressed as laborers, were
brought here today, having been ar--
rested by United States soldiers at
the boundary twenty-fiv- e miles to the
and Prince Arthur of Connaught, the
representative of King George, who
arrived this afternoon.
The emperor decorated Prince Hen-
ry with the chain of the ' Order of
Chrysanthemum" and bestowed upon
Infante Alfonso the grand cordon of
the same order.
Secretary Knox delivered to the em
scuth.
DEMOCRATS WIN
IN ARIZONA
Concealed in their clothing was
found $3,600 in Mexican pesos and in
currency and a quantity of gold nug-- 1
STUDLEY PRAISES NEW MEXICAN FOR
WORK IT IS DOING FOR NEW STATE
Marfa, Texas, Sept. 11. The federal
garrison at Ojinaga, Mexico, surren-
dered late yesterday to the rebels.
News of the surrender was receiv
to gets.peror an address of condolence
which the emperor responded.
theMrs. Knox was presented to
empress dowager.
The men were acting as messengers ' Denver, Colo., Sept. 11. Returnsfor some rebel leaders and were ' received up to 11:30 today from 177
bringing the spoils to some bank in out of ISO precincts in Denver, andEI Paso, Texas scattering returns from the state, inWOMEN QUIT REPUBLICAN
PARTY IN IDAHO
ed here in a message from Ojinaga,
SO miles from Marfa. General San-
chez, in command of the federals, was
in Presidio at the time of the surren-
der, trying to get more ammunition
for his men. Five men are reported
killed in the Ojinaga fighting, but on '
dicated the probable nomination of
candidates in yesterday's primaries as
follows:
Democrats United States senator:
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 11,
Wild cheering for Theodore Roose'
velt while the band played "Dixie",
people. He said Mr. Taft and Mr. Wil-
son were undoubtedly good men but
that they were too far from the com- -
mrm npnnlr Thov unt nnlv H1H nnt
WAS MRS. SZABO
MURDERED?Boise, Idaho, Sept. 11 Declaringthat they were sick and tired of the
continual wrangling and fighting
among the men of the republican
and one of the most remarkable out- - jknow what the people wanted but th (Long term) John F. Shafroth andAlva Adams, running close: senatorbursts of enthusiasm seen in a political were so far from the people that they 'pw Vnrlr fipnt 11 A wnrrnnt fnr olmY.f o miin Iflnlin !, , . , ' " iduuu icmiy amines o. UR--gathering in this state in many years could not flnd out partyHe paid a high vYuui.ru lueuiuers lfi arrest nf niirtnn V UlUbOn. iho nLltriKPrl f 1nr v Tniarnea tne Dig buii Moose conven
Roosevelt, as a candidate for vice
president on the progressive ticket.
The progressive party of this state
committed to the principles of a gov-
ernment of, by and for the people,
pledges itself to secure such legisla-
tion in the state as will insure direct
primaries for the nomination of state
and national officers, for preferential
primaries for candidates for the pres-
idency, United States senators, and
for the initiative, referendum and re- -
call, to , meet the demands of the
people.
tribute ct Tnenvlnrp Rnnapvolf onrt Ho. of the party have announced lawyer, wno was with Mrs. Kosa Szabo Taylor and Edward Keating (two toulimi oho mat lioi- - rtoo li vaiv. . . ...complete severance from the men anddeclared tney would place a ticket of ing on Greenwood Lake, July 16, will
uo
Amnions
nominated.) uovernor, Jilias M.
anQ T- - J- - Tllan- - Am- -their own in the field. Ih.-
-w ti w u close,A call will be issued today for arrange count New Yorl The a ZZ'TZ
tion here last night Led by the San-- ; clared that he waB the cosest to theta Fe delegation, the Bull Moosers people of any man ln pubUc fe tQd
waved their bandanas and yelling He pointed out how both old partiesthemselves hoarse they paraded about had centered their fight on Mr. Roose-th- ebig hall and on the platform and how they were tryi by ey.
terrupting the work of the convention; !ery method to get something on him in
they created pandimonium. order t0 disCreiit him. "Can they doMany of the spectators joined in itr he shouted, and a chorus of "No,
city.
which side has not been specified in
dispatches received here.
Douglas, Ariz., Sept. 11. The rebel
leader, Colonel Antonio Rojas, form-
ally demanded the surrender today of
Agua Prieta, the little Mexican town
just across the border line where one
of the bloodiest battles of the Madero
revolution was fought a year and a
half ago.
If the town were not surrendered
with'n 21 hours. Rojas declared he
would attack with 1000 men. The fed-
eral garrison numbers 500.
Douglas, Ariz., Sept. 11. The de-
mand for the surrender of Agua Prie-
ta was brought into the city by John
state convention, to be held in Boise
the latter part of this week, and a
complete state ticket will be named,
from governor down, and only women
will be nominated.me aemonstrauon. it. is now aamit'
topsy performed on the exhumed body
or Mrs. Szabo showed the wind pipe
badly wrenched and forced up into
the woman's throat. The superficial
appearance of the internal organs
caused surgeons to retain them for
both microscopic examination and
chemical analysis.
Lawyer Gibson said he would re-
turn here from his country home to- -
you bet they can't for he is all right,''
came back from the delegates.
In his speech yesterday, Governor
Republicans Senator: (Long
term) Merle D. Vincent; senator,(short term) J. II. Brown.
Congressman at large, I. P. Dodge
and L. J. Stark, (two to be nominat-
ed.)
Governor: P. B. Stewart.
The republican vote indicated the
success of the progressive republican
candidates and the defeat of the old
organization.
We favor effective legislation to
protect child labor, the fixing of an
day for women and young
persons, and also favor the organi-
zation of the worker and wage earners
as a means of protecting their inter-
ests and the promotion of their prog-
ress. We believe in a protective tariff
SENATOR FALL ON
WAY TO EL PASO.!Otero declared that he proposed to
work to the limit of his ability towards
ted that the progressive convention
was equally as large as the democratic
convention on Monday and that in
cheerfullness and enthusiasm it far
surpassed the unterrified meeting. It
was a real wide open, free for all, hon-
est people's convention where every
the election of the greatest leader in' Long Beach, Cal., Sept. 11. Sena
tor A. B. Fall of New Mexico, who has fiav to await anv arrest
which shall equalize conditions of been here for a week, left today fori private detectives todav asserted
bcott, an American, who was first
taken prisoner by Rojas and liberated
on condition that he bring the rebel
commander's challenge to the federal
chief.
competition between the United States j El Paso, where he will join Senator they had made important discoveries
and foreign countries. William Alden Smith of Michigan, in n the location of two Mrs. Menschicks
We condemn that plank in the h's investigation of the troubles in wjj0 said thev were approached about
Additional returns up to 11:30 in-
dicated that C. C. Dawson and Merle
D. Vincent, progressives, were run
the world today, Theodore Roosevelt.
He said no new party in the history of
the world had ever received such en-
dorsement from the masses, as the
progressive party.. He was enthusias-
tically cheered through his speech. He
said the progressive party was one of
principle and the only party where
one had his say, where the delegates
themselves bossed the job and where
the majority rule was not dictated by
a boss. The convention did not ad-
journ until almost midnight and
when it did adjourn it was With a
Mexico. the time of Mrs. Szabo's death by ademocratic platform adopted by thedemocratic national convention in
the city of Baltimore, on the 2nd day
ning a close race for the republican
nomination for the long term sena-torshi-
The position of other candidates
man representing himself as a law-
yer and telling them that he could put
them in the way of obtaining a $10,000
Scott said that Rojas had 900 well
armed and well equipped men at
12 miles south of Agua Prieta.
Lieutenant Colonel Begne, com-
manding the federal garrison of Agua
Prieta, began preparing for the town's
defense.
The investing force of rebels is
estate that was left to them.
When he spoke of sighing papers
the women demurred.
was unchanged.
AHEAD OF TICKET IN ARIZONA.
Phoenix, Ariz., Sept. II. Progres
determination to win a victory in No-
vember if there was any possible
show. It generally was the opinion
that the outlook was excellent for
Roosevelt to sweep New Mexico. Two
features marked the close of the con-
vention; one was a dramatic speech
by George W. Armijo, chairman o)
the convention and another by Elmer
. E Studley, the well known Raton
principle was higher than office.
Mr. Burg addressed th econvention
speaking for almost an hour. The fol-
lowing were the committers appointed
by the chair:
Platforms and Resolutions M. L.
Fox, Ashley Bond, E. E. Studley, J.
H. Hall, W. H. Parker, N. W. Long,
George Curry, Herculano Martinez, W.
L. Lindsey, Bonifacio Montova. G. W.
VETERANS HAVE
A MONSTER
PARADE
sives in Arizona cast a much greater
of July, 1912, which declares:
"It to be a fundamental principle
of the democratic party that the fed-
eral government under the constitu-
tion has no right or power to impose,
or collect, tariff duties, except for
the purpose of revenue."
And we assert that such a doctrine,
if enforced, would destroy the sheep
and wool industry of this state, to
vote than did the republicans at yes-
terday's primary, according to returns
DETECTCUE GETS
HIS MAN AND
HIS GUN
so far received here. In nearly every
precinct the progressives ran far
ahead of the regular ticket.
The vote on the democratic ticket
attorney. Mr. Armijo swept the dele Prichard, M. Cooney, D. Quintana, R.
E. Hedding, T. S. Elder, F. H. New York, Sept. 11. A letter from it seemed today, was greater than the
say nothing of other interests in the
state that would be seriously affected.
The progressive party believes that
no people can be called a true de
the Chicago police ylate yesterday af- cast by the progressives and republi
said to comprise the combined armies
of Rojas, Mascarenas and Escobosa.
Mascadenas and Escobosa effected a
junction with Rojas yesterday, accord-
ing to reports brought by Scott, who
also stated that the rebel chief ex-
pected to combine with Salazar, the
raider who has been giving the Ameri-
can border patrol so much trouble.
Agua Prieta, Mex., Sept. 11. Walter
Douglas, manager of the Phelps-Dodg- e
interests in the southwest, who was
missing for two days, escaped through
the rebel lines south of Cabullona to-
day and arrived here safely.
WITH HEADS BOWED AND FALTERING
IN STEP, 7,000 HEROES AROUSE
gates off their feet in his tribute to
Theodore Roosevelt and he challeng-
ed both the leaders of the democratic
and of the. republican party to meet
Mr. Roosevelt here on September 18
and say to his face the accusations
being made behind his back with the
people as judge and jury.
NO LONGER AN "ALMANAC"
cans combined.
A complete count is not expectedfor 48 hours.
mocracy which denies political rights
Credentials M. C. Ortiz, George
Friedenbloom, F. A. Hall, Dr. Milford,
Charles G. Given, J. J. Clancy, Frank
E. Leammie, A. A. Snedding, George
Curry, A. E. Perea, Tony Valdez, A.
S. Baca, Cliff Ballard, Manuel San-
chez y Sanchez, Juan Vigil. W. M.
(ternoon at New York police headquar-
ters, brought this information:
"Frederick Schultz, wanted here for
giand larceny, left Sunday for New
York, with a loaded .32 caliber revol-
ver to 'get' Detective Paul Martin of
your 18th precinct, who arrested him
last April."
"That's pie for me," exclaimed Mar-
tin, when he read the report. A few
on account of sex, we therefore be-
lieve in equal suffrage to men and
women alike.
We favor legislation that will com-
pel strict limitation on all campaign
contributions and expenditures, and
publicity of both, before, as well as
TAFT TO EAT
oflPPLE PIE
CHEERS OF VAST THRONG IN LOS
ANGELES AMBULANCES ARE STA-
TIONED EN ROUTE, BUT FEW CALLS
ARE MADE
-O- LD FLAG IS
Berger, F. H. Durham, J. C. Manning.
Permanent Organization N. G. Mc- -
Croden, C. C. Gray, C. A. Whited, L after, the primaries and election. hours later, Martin found his man onR. Taylor, E. B. Lovelace, T. E.
Sixth avenue, used a strong arm hold,
and took from him a weapon like that
With a companion he fled on a rail-
road motor velocipede, which the two
men had to carry past two bridges
destroyed by the insurrectos.
New York, N. Y., Sept. 11. The
Southern Pacific Railroad company
has asked the state department at
Washington, to protect its interests in
Mexico, it was announced today at the
office of the chairman of the exe--
Beverly, Mass ., Sept. 11. The' ap-
petizing apple pie and the rich brown
doughnuts that Miss Delia Torrey
used to make for nephew "William"
Taft linger in the memory of the pres-
ident, so on Saturday he will make a
trip to Millbury, Mass., where Miss
described in the Chicago report.
Mr. Studley paid a high tribute to
the Santa Fe New Mexican and to its
young owner, Bronson M. Cutting, as-
serting that the paper had been chang-
ed from an almanac to a real live
newspaper and that it was doing the
finest work for the upbuilding of the
state, and the installation of honest
government of any newspaper in the
southwest. He was enthusiastically
cheered.
There was another big demonstra-
tion when Marcus C. de Baca, well
known Spanish-America- n attorney of
Sandoval county and a member of the
Reese, J. C. Manning, George Curry,
Herculano Martinez, W. E. Lindsey,
George Hernandez, James Baca, F. H.
Donohue, L. G. Pino, A. R. Manby,
Lorenzo Za mora, Juan Vigil, F. W.
Campbell.
Los Angeles, Cal., Sept. 11. March-
ing with faltering steps but with heads
erect and tattered battle flags flying,
7,000 veterans of the conflict between
We favor legislation compelling the
regulation of lobbyists, and forbidding
federal and state appointees from
holding positions in state or national
political organizations, or taking part
in conventions for the nomination
of candidates for office, or for any
other purpose.
We endorse the proposed amend-
ments to the federal constitution pro
Scultz is held for the Chicago au-
thorities, but meanwhile he will have
to answer a charge here of carrying
concealed weapons. Torrey lives.
Many of President Taft's relatives cutive committee of the railroad.The committee on permanent or-ganization recommended the
as permanent officers and the re
are expected to shake his hand In! Simultaneously a formal statement
Millbury and Miss Torrey's house will was issued containing messages re-b- o
headquarters for a small Taft re--' ceived by the company declaring thatport was unanimously adopted. Per
GEN. GORDON
IS NO MORE
the states, gathered in annual
paraded through the
streets of Los Angeles today. The
day was perfect.
Here and there along the route,
darting in and out of the line, hun-
dreds of girls, arms laden with cut
flowers, scattered blossoms at the' feet
manent chairman, G. W. Armijo; per-- i
manent secretary, W. F. (Bill) Bro
viding for direct election of United
States senators and a federal income
tax.
We recognize the importance of
good roads and we pledge our party
to foster the construction and exten-
sion of roads wherever and whenever
possible in this state.
Savannah, Ga., Sept. 11. General
W. W. Gordon, of this city, brigadier
oodles of rebels, varying from 100
to 3000, were pillaging the country,
cutting telegraph wires and burning
railroad bridges.
Douglas, Ariz., Sept. 11. A force of
200 federal soldiers and 400 Yaquis
will defend Agua Prieta against the
expected attack of the combined rebel
ROOSEUELT CALLS
STAND PATTERS
PIRATES
general of the second brigade, first diof the marching hosts, or quenched
the thirst of the marchers with
lomonade.
vision of the fourth army corps, Unit-
ed States volunteers during the Span
legislature, was nominated for con-
gress. As the band started to play,
W. F. Brogan, permanent secretary of
the convention seized a life size photo
of Col. Roosevelt and raised' it above
his head.
The delegates broke into a storm of
cheers, standing upon their chairs, pa-
rading about the hall and waiving ban-
danas. The Santa Fe delegation had
bull moose megaphones and the big
hall sounded like a boiler factory when
they got the bull moose calls into ac-
tive service.
Leaders of both the old parties here
gan; interpreter, B. Ruppe.
Mr. Armijo, who recently resigned
as chief clerk of the state corporation
commission to affiliate himself with
the progressive party, made a stir-
ring speech, which the delegates fre-
quently interrupted with applause.
The committee on resolutions then
reported the following resolutions,
which were adopted:
The resolutions were as follows:
RESOLUTIONS.
ish American war, and a Confederate
veteran, died today at While Sulphur Portland, Oregon, Sept. 11. The forcel of Antonio Rojas, Inez Salazar
Springs, W. Va., according to a mes-- ! bosses who are in charge of the repub- -
We favor both a graduated Inherit-
ance, and an income tax, and charge
that the first legislature of this state
betrayed the confidence of the peo-
ple in refusing to pass a law for
the taxing of incomes above a stated
Ambulances were stationed at inter-
vals and rest stations established in
each block; but hardly any of the old
soldiers faltered, and at the end of the
one and four-fifth- s mile journey, they
passed the reviewing stand w5th a
sage received here today. . The body Hcan party," said Col. Roosevelt, "got
will be brought here for burial. the title to the party just as the pirate
gets the title to the ship they capture.
amount; for refusing to pass a law hearty cheer for their coiiiuiandtir iutoday admit that they did not expect The progressive party of New Mex
A TINY MATCH lne' m&y keeP tne name of the ship,
CAUSES BIG EXPLOSION j but tney are not tne heirs' to the man
New York, fcept. 11. While a dozen who8e throat they cut "
persons tried to resuscitate Philin ln tne P"maryg campaign last spring
ico, in convention assembled in the
and Rafael Campa, who have demand-
ed the surrender of the border town
within 24 hours, beginning at 8 o'clock
this morning. To Rojas' demand for
the surrender of the town. Lieuten-
ant Colonel Begne, commanding the
federal garrison at Agua Prieta, re-
plied that he would answer in writ-
ing as soon as he heard from the com-
mander of the military zone, whom he
had notified of the demand. Colonel
Eegne crossed into Douglas soon after
and held a conference with Consul
Questa, the result of which was a tel-
egraphic request to Consul Llorente,
o" El Paso, for
chief, and his party.
The streets of Los Angeles have
scarcely ever been so crowded be-
fore. Aa the column of veterans,
headed by a corps of civil war musi-
cians, swung into Spring Street, cheer
after cheer arose from the multitude.
After passing the reviewing stand
Greek, a salesman, wh tried to tal.. he said the Progressives had beaten
his life by inhaling gas this morning. t"f bosses.
some one lit a match in the gas-fille- We dld not PPse the bosses be- -
room. There was an explosion and ca"se they were in the way- - K any
for the taxing of the output of mines,
and especially coal mines; for refus-
ing to pass a law regulating railroad
rates, and properly defining the dut-
ies of the other railroad corporations
to their employes and to the people.
We congratulate the progressive
members of the legislature and those
who honestly with them,
upon their efforts to secure the pass-ag- e
of the above named measures.
such a large and enthusiastic conven-
tion. When it is remembered that the
delegates came from all parts of the
state, paid their own railroad fares and
hotel bills, the contrast with the cus-
tom in both old parties is enough to
frighten the old guard.
.'. The permanent convention organiz-
ed late yesterday afternoon when tne
committee on permanent organization
recommended that George Armijo be
city of Albuquerque, on this, the 10th
day of September, 1912, most cor-
dially endorse and ratify the principles
set forth in the p'diform of the pro-
gressive party adopted at its first na-
tional convention in the city of Chi-
cago, August 7. 1912.
The wise action of that convention
in nominating Theodore Roosevelt
every one in the room was thrown to OI tne D08ses had turned in to help usin the fight for Dooular eovernmentthe floor.the marchers were disbanded and U,"0 eh nil (1 hava oatA- -Seven persons were burned one or 'for the most part soon found their "'All right, brother, come ahead
way to the regimental headquarters You'll get fair treatment as long asand Hiram W. Johnson, as candidates word was Immediately receivedwhere all-da- y reunions were held
them seriously. The explosion sound-
ed like a bomb and there was a panic
in the neighborhood from fears of
black hand. Greek will recover.
you don t try to be a boss. But they .'
i : j n., mat a force of 400 Yaquis would be
made permanent chairman, W. F. Bro-
gan, permanent secretary, E. C. Burke,
assistant secretary, B. Ruppe, inter
lor president and vice president of
the United States meets with ourj
A feature of the parade was the ap-
pearance of Company A. 14 th Ohio
Volunteer Infantry, which was flung
We condemn the course of the reac-
tionaries of the senate of this state in
expelling a member from that body,
who had been duly elected end as to
whose right to the office no evidence
m uui wuio ttuumu. mey- - were
right from their point of view, because
they knew that if we won their occu-
pation would be ended."
preter. They were elected by acclama MUTINY ON
nearty approval. In Mr. Roosevelt
the people have a candidate' in whose
courage they can trust; one who more
RUSSIAN
BLACK SEA FLEET.
to the breeze for the first time since
it fluttered in tie smoke of battle at
Gettysburg. The co'ors were borne
by Merick Reynolds, who carried them
in half a hundred charges. Besides
Reynolds, ' only two survivors of the
tion. In his opening address, Mr. Ar-
mijo declared that the new party was
not the Roosevelt party, not a party
tor job seekers, not a one man party,
but a party of principle and nothing
more. He paid a high tribute to his
friends in the republican tarty, but
London, Sept 11. Four hundred
men attached to the battleship Ioann
despatched to Agua Prieta immediate-
ly on a special train from Juarez by
way of Douglas. The Yaquis, under
command of General Sangines, will
arrive at 10 o'clock tonight on a spe-
cial train, according to word received
by Colonel Begne.
The rebels are now advancing on
Agua Prieta in three columns.
Rojas, with the principal force, is
coming in from the east, Salazar and
his men are advancing from the south
was offered against him.
We stand for and favor a revision of
the election laws of this state which
will tend to insure more honest elec-
tions; and we are also in favor of a
secret and simplified ballot.
--.The constitution of this state was
X IMPORTANT.
x
.
X
X Meeting of the department of X
Zlatoust and the protected cruisers
company marched under the flag.
than any other man in public life' isbetter equipped to carry out the
principles of the progressive party as
president of the United States.
The record of Mr. Johnson, as the
champion of progressiveism in Cali-
fornia, both before and after he be-
came governor of that state makes
him' a logical companion for Mr.
The opening session of the conven
Kagula and Pamyat Merkuria of the
Rusian Black Sea fleet, have been ar-
rested at Sebastopol for mutiny, ac
jhe said that the people demanded a
tion of the Women's Relief Corps waspractically unamendable before the
X finance of the New-Ol- d Santa Fe X
X exhibition at 8 p. m. tonight at X
X the Chamber of Commerce. Im- - X
portant business. " x
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
change from both old parties and that
he believed it was the duty of every
public officer to heed the call of the
held today and at 8 o'clock tonight
the annual camp-fir-e of the G. A: R.
cording to a dispatch to the Standard.
Captain Shubin, one of those taken inContinued n Pagt Four. will be held at Shrine auditorium. I custody, attempted suicide. Continued on Page Elgin.1
PAGE TWO SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 11, 1912.
NO VELIST WITH ROCKEFELLERThe Little Store INCOME MAKES BIG MONEY 14.
"n
Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of the
" Soltaire" Goods. Always the Leader UR entire country is
waking up to tne factIT GROCERY GO.
lions," "Beverly" and "Truxton King."
Between writing two novels a year
and clipping coupons, McCutcheon
manages to keep himself fairly busy.
He is undoubtedly the most highly re-
munerated writer that ever livei, and
his income is far over J100.000 a year.
He receives huge sums for the maga-
zine and serial rights to his stories,
in addition to the royalties on his
books, and last year the royalty from
his plays was nearly $50,000. His
"Brewster's Millions" was dramatized
several years ago, and was very suc-
cessful both In New York and the
provinces. Two seasons ago "Grau-
stark" was the dramatic sensation of
the year, and last spring "Beverly"
was produced at the Studebaker the-
atre, Chicago, and has simply coined
money ever since. At the present
time seven productions pay. royalty to
McCutcheon, and several new ones
are in preparation. He is a member
of a number of clubs, nut for some
reason will not allow himself to be
photographed.- - - His friends claim it
13 modesty, but the envious ones say
he has very little thatch on the top
of his dome, and is afraid that his
feminine clientele wouldn't care for
romances written by a bald-heade- d
man but this is probably a base slan-
der. Anyhow, George has the coin,
which is the main thing after all.
George Ade once remarked that
many smart people came from Indi-
ana, and the smarter they were the
faster they came. Among the scions
of the Hoosier state none has gone
further nor faster than George Barr
McCutcheon, whose "Beverly of
Graustark" will be on view at the
Elks' theatre next week. McCutcheon
hails from Lafayette, where he grad-
uated from Purdue. After leaving col-
lege he became a reporter, and soon
rose to be managing editor of the La-
fayette Journal. One balmy spring
day about ten years ago, as George
wa3 toying with the paste-po- t and
shears in his sanctum, it suddenly oc-
curred to him that a great many
smart people came from Indiana, and
forthwith he seized his trusty type-
writer and perpetrated "Graustark."
The gay matinee girl went for "Grau-
stark" like a boll wevil after a cot-
ton plant, and ate it up so fast that
the publishers had to sprinkle the
presses with ice water to keep the
bearings from overheating. On ob-
serving the commotion his novel had
created McCutcheon promptly hurled
his paste pot through the Journal's
front window, and went away from
there with exceeding rapidity. Since
"Graustark" he has turned out at least
one "best seller" a year; among them
are "Jane Cable," "Brewster's Mil
8outhern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
tkat notning else is as con-
ducive to kealtk and pleasure
as Hot and Cold water in tke
Louse. Most progressive
families are adding it to
tkeir komes. $ $ $ d d d
(Tke Majestic Range
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD. &4I
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk aod packages
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
gives more kot water, witk
less fuel, tkan any otker range.
Ample kot water for totk
bath and kitchen.Vwobk Letter tmPhone Black
45
Phone Black
45 LEO HERSCH of the National HighwaysNew York, Sept. ll.-Co- nsular rep-- , secretary
resentatives of two foreign nations in
1 roieuuve buuiulj. inc uuuivi ......
last month was more than double that
terested themselves today in the casejoi: August .last year, The record for WOOD-DAVI- S HARDWARE CO.
If It's Hardware, We Have It,last month is eighteen deaths and in BYjury to 170; trolleys killed thirteenPORTLAND CEMENT Dawson Coal.Sawed WoodIolaEI Toro and injured forty-seve- wagons caus-ed the death sof seventeen and in-
jured forty-fiv- For the correspond
of Burton W. Gibson, a New York law-
yer, against whom the Austrian con-
sulate has started proceedings to
have him removed as executor of the
will of Mrs. Rosa Szabo, a widow. She
was drowned not long ago in Green-
wood Lake, Orange County, while
ing month last year motor cars killed ii. C IIIFFun trnllovH fnnp and wanons thir- - fllUUfcU 1110THROUGH JEALOUSVrowing with Gibson. She left an es-
tate of about $10,000.
According to John J. Brodericlt, the
acting consul general for Great Brit--
R. J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
All Kinds of Building Materials.
Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
ford 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
Phone, Red 100 Phone, Red 100 Phone, Red 100
Why Import Mineral Water ?
f : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hih Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.
teen.
S. J. A. McOnie, a wealthy Scotch-
man and a relative of the prime min-
ister of England, now in this country
on a business trip, has been served
with papers in a 20,000 slander suit,
brought by a waiter at his hotel. The
waiter alleged that McOnie showed
him a collection of valuable jewelry
and subsequently accused him before
the hotel management of stealing a
gold cigarette case worth $1,500. It
13 alleged that McOnie admitted later
that he merely mislaid it.
The smallest theater in New York
is to be built in the back yards of two
old dwellings on West Thirty-eight- h
street. It will accommodate only 26(i
persons and will occupy a plot forty
Estancia, N. M., Sept. 11. A terri-
ble tragedy occurred Sunday after-
noon about five miles northwest of
the town of Moriarty in the Estancia
valley.
Agustine Mueller shot and killed his
wife and then turned his gun on him-
self with fatal results.
Mr. Mueller has been a highly re-
spected resident of this section for
many years; he had several children,
some of them grown. He was engag-
ed in the cattle and sheep business
and was prosperous and well to do.
The only cause for the killing and sui-
cide was an insane jealousy of his
tain, Mr. Gibson was counsel and ad-
viser for John Rive O'Neil, a British
subject, who disappeared more than a
year ago, after winning a $10,000 dam-
age suit from a railroad company for
the loss of a leg. The r.-'ti- sh con-
sulate made efforts several months
ago to trace O'Neil but without avail.
In 1906 Gibson was counsel for Mrs.
Alice Kinnan, who was killed in her
home in the Bronx. The murder
never was solved. On the recommen-
dation of the coroner's jury GibsonCAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.
was held in $25,000 bail pending in-
vestigation of the case, but he was wife which was entirely without causefeet long by thirty-seve- n feet wide,
tg as she was a good and highly thoughtreleased on a habeas corpus writ andthe matter was dropped. Mr. Gibson Entrance to the theater is to1 WHOLESALE IAUAJAND RETAIL VuOOQ LIGHTof womanthrough the hallway of one of the On last Sunday Mr. Mueller haddwellings which are used as bachelor been visltinc at the ranch of a neighbor nnd nn rpturninfi' home he ac- -
cused his wife of having been visited
by another neighbor which she denied
SWASTIKA LUMP FACTORY WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP SAWED WOOD
STEAM COAL CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
apartments.
William Mailey, who in 1903 and
1904 was national secretary of the So-
cialist party and for several months
past associate editor of the Metropoli
tan magazine, is dead at his home
here of diabetes. He was 41 years
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
appeared at his law office today but
said he had no statement to make. "I
may have something to say later," he
added.
Preparations are being made In
N. J., for the reception of
Mrs. Madeline Force Astor and her
infant son, John Jacob Astor VI. They
will spend a month here, beginning
about September 20, at the summer
home of Mrs. Astor's parents. Daily
reports from New York indicate that
I
old.
and truthfully so, but he became In-
sanely enraged, having been brood-
ing for a long time over his fancied
wrongs, and reaching down his Win-
chester rifle and in spite of the ter-
rified cries of his three-year-ol- d child,
who was sitting in its mother's lap, he
fired twice at her one shot taking ef
ODS, Electricity plays a most impor-
tant part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-homea- nd
why all this light ? To
The health officers at quarantine
have put into effect an order for a
ernthorough inspection of all vessels ar-
riving from Southern Italy and Sicily.
The reason for the order is found in a
the boy and his mother are both
doing finely.
One hundred and thirty-eigh- t per-
sons were killed by motor cars in cablegram that there has been an out
THE STAR BARN
Successor to
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS- S LIVERY RIGS.
Also First-Clas- s Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
' Greater New York from January 1 to
September 1, as against seventy-nin- e
fect in her breast and the other in
her head. He then went outside the
door and shot himself through the
head with the same rifle. An eleven-year-ol- d
daughter of the family was
in the room and she tried to calm
her father and prevent the tragedy,
break of cholera in Sardinia. There
is practically no immigration from
Sardinia, however, and no danger is
apprehended.
killed in the corresponding period last
year, according to the report of the
but td no purpose and it was from her
baby lips that the awful story was
gathered by the neighbors who came
back to the desolated home with her.
TOWN TOPICS IN
TUCUMCARIPhone Main 139 310 San Fracisco St.J. R. CREATH,SANTA FE, N. M. POW
his mother's in Tennessee.
At a meeting of the Wilson and Mar-
shall club last Saturday, the following
officers were elected: President, Lee
G. Pearson; secretary, C. C. Chapman;
treasurer, I. J. Briscoe; committee on
membership, finance, entertainment
and s were appointed.
On Friday last, a smooth guy giving
his name as John Flynn, entered the
residence of Mrs. Kate Edgett and
told her he was hunting for some
Jady to work at the Tucumcari hos-
pital. As he left the house ho ap
WQODY'S STAGE LIN E
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any case of Catarrh that can-
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
'. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
From IS QUITE SO CONVEN- -
Tucumcari, N. M., Sept. 11. Henry
Shulch, who came to Tucumcari a few
weeks ago from Cuervo, N. M., met
with an accident last Monday, which
resulted in his death, a few hours
later. Mr. Shulch fell from a loft of
of Wayne's livery barn, a distance
of about twelve feet, striking his
head and fracturing his skull. As
nothing was known of his relatives,
he was buried Tuesday in the city
cemetery. He was about forty-fiv- e
years of age.
The county convention of the na- -
N 1ENT as to touch the button andyour stove is ready to cook your
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. G.ANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Tiro Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Bent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Honrs.
BOARD BY 'THE WEEK $5.00
frencn Noodle Order 10c a diss.,
Hew York Chop Susy BOe.
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covers hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
propriated her gold watch which was
lying on the dresser. The watch was
missed in a short while, city officials
were notified and Mr. Flynn was soon
overtaken, relieved of the watch and
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern-
ally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug
tinriQl' TirncrpRsive Tiartv met here last
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacu-
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat-
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day aad n'ght Estimates and full infor-
mation cheeerfully given.
Saturday. A. D. Goldenberg, of this Btven a al1 sentence,At a meeting of the Quay county recity, was elected chairman of the
county central committee. The folthe surrounding towns. Wire fcnbude
gists.
Teke Hall's Family Pills for con
tipation.Station.
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
lowing were elected delegates to the
state convention, to be held at Albu-
querque, September 10th: Claude
Shelton, D. S. Donaldson, J. G. Dol-lar-
T. W. Smith, A. Vorenberg,
Frank Donahue, A. S. Potter, P. H.
Sisney, M. B. Keator and D. W. Bow-e-
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Humphreys left
last week for Vaughn, where Mr.
Humphreys has accepted the position
as cashier of the Vaughn Trust and
publican central committee, held at
Tucumcari Saturday, September 7th,
the following delegates to the state
convention to be held at Albuquerque
were elected: I. C. Barnes, Jacob
Wortheim, Francisco Guiterrez, of Tu-
cumcari; J. G. Ellis, San Jon; Silvlana
Baca, Endee; E. A. Manzy, Collins-ville- ;
Doroteo Garcia and Tomas Ro-
mero, Logan. The meeting was pre-
sided over by County Chairman Hon.
Chas. H. Kohn, of Montoya; Sidney
M. Whatron, of Tucumcari, as secre-
tary. . A rousing stand pat address
was made by Dr. H. D. Nichols.
JULIUS HER
The Tailor
SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS rai iWWTV im-m-m Savings bank. T. S. Williams, of
Trent, Texas, has accepted the posl
tion of manager of the Tucumcari
On Sale Daily, Until
Sept. 30, 1912.
You get; It InToday's news today,
the New Mexican.
Lumber company, left vacant by Mr.
Humphreys.
Mrs. J. A. Woodard, of Jordan, N.
M., was last week adjudged insane,
and on Monday was taken to the
State Asylum at Las Vegas.
A few days ago the drillers at the
Your Backache
and Rheumatism
, WITH
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
Backache drags on your vitality. Saps
your strength. Weakens your endurance.
oil well in the bad lands east of Tu-
cumcari, struck a vein of salt 108 feet
thick. After passing through the salt
Rooms With Bath, . . . . $1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath..
IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
CHICAGO, $50.35 BOSTON, $85.95 BUFFALO, $69.85
NEW YORK, $79.35 ST. LOUIS, $44.35 ST. PAUL, $50.35
CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE
GOLDEN STATE LIMITED!
r A 1 1 PA D M I A Gotof via El Paso and Southern Pacific and returningUAUrUillllA "same route, or via A., T. & S. F.
Will clean, press repair
or alter Ladies and
Gents' Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'
and Gents' Custom
Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.
Thirty years of experience in
tailoring In seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
(01 Washington Avenue.
TPhoncBIack 223.
Goods Called for and Delivered.
Hampers you in your work.
they struck a shaly rock that experts
declared is a fine indication of oil.
The well is now down to a depth ct
1450 feet.
Last week arrangements were made
for the purchase of a 320 acre tract of
land- for the permanent location for
Besides that, it means some- -
thing wrong with your
kidneys; a weakness, an
inflammation, a breaking
down, may be, of the kidney
tissues. Foley Kidney Pills
is the true answer. They
will help you QUICKLY,!
strengthen and heal your
kidneys, regulate the action
LOS ANGELES and SAN DIFG0,
$46.90
SAN FRANCISCO,
$55.90 the government and state experiment(Station at Tucumcari. Prof. Chilcott,
chief of the office of dry land agri-
culture, was here when the arrange
of your bladder, and dnve
For further information address Eugene Fox, Qen'l Pas-
senger 'Agt. E. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
H. A. COOMER, General Manager N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE, N. M
ments were completed and the change
meets with his approval.
County Supterlntendent of Schools
E. Pack has returned from a visit to
out Backache and Rheumatism. They
wiU make a strong, well man of you.
Mo habit forming drugs. Try them,
cor sale by all druggists.
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 11, 1912. SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN PACE THREZ
NOW THEY'RE PUNISHING THOSE STRIKING CONVIGTS AT JACKSON : FRATERNAL SOCIETIES NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
DnrmcL d&hiinuo tirnu wrvioi nfiNUiNuo inn rnvuKim - -
METHODS OF MAKING DOCILE MEN OF THEM.
Departinum, of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Lodge Pecos Forest. August la, 1912.
MASONIC.
Montezuma
M. Notice is hereby given that RamonNo. 1, A. F. & A,respond to humane treatment and e
a man is the belief upon which
Warden J. C. Sanders works with suc Regular
communi-- 1 Quintana of Pecos, New Mexico, who,
cation first Monday on August 2S, 1907, made Homestead
cess at the Tort Madison, Iowa, pris-- 1 of each
Masonic
month
Hall
at
aton.
But convicts don't get outdoor work
here much. They work all day in a
contract labor shop and make a lit- - CIIAS
M.
7:30.
ALAN R. McCORD, W
E. LIX'XEY, Secretary.
- e imi in i mi
.
ii his wrists, the straps reaching to an
TTf ''"iVftV1.' jp"r lron bar above n'8 llPad suspended
'jJSff-- - ust hlgh eno"8h so that his feetbarely touch the lloor. His feet are
f"f' "t tled d0wn' t0' 80 ,1,;lt lle I,lny notft', T&AVS lipfei'- klck- - By standing on his toes he can
"v rest his wrlst8 a lit,l( wlien the 8train
hysi ' 'yr;i' ,'Vhft becomes unbearable. Then when the
j'". J" " i vT4!C:1r'--fti"- muscles of his toes, legs and hips ache
r n'r 7V',''s r!irfi';, roal nard from tllis l,osition he canf" - J ftj'.'f'' nung for a wnlIe bv ''is wrists again.
8 i J .' : ' Although outbreaks may probablyf - jJfjlVi occur at Intervals in the prison here,
.' - , '. ' ft Avp" ,intil he whole prison plan is chang- -
f, 'JktiiffW ed, the authorities expect great dis- -
tie overtime for themselves, or in the
state's binding twine factory and getj
10 cents for overtime work, or in
Entry No. 11930, for S 2 SYV
'Section E, N 2 NW Section 8,
Township 17 N Range 12 E., N. M.
Principal Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make five-yea- r proof, to
establish claim to the land above de-
scribed, before Register or Receiver,
lT. S. Laud Oflice at Santa Fe, New
.Mexico, on tihe 11th day of October,
1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rleardo Valencia, Jose Maria Gar-dun-
Prudencia Gonzales, all of Pe-
cos, N. M.; Aniceto Gonzales, of San-
ta Fe, New Mex.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Santa Fe Chapter No
1, R. A. M. Regular
convocation second
Monday of each mouth
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
other ways, and get nothing at all.
Discrimination and alleged poor
food were the causes of the strike,
now subdued.
CHAS. A. M'HEELON,
ARTHUR SEUGMAN, H. P.
Seer tary.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Santa Fe Coinmandery
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Mon-
day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
THE CAPITAL TAILOR
Since we must wear clothes-l- et
us wear the kind that
look as if they were made
for us, Store Clothes are
all right for people who "dont
care" but it is certainly more
economical even for the "dont
care" man to have a tailor-mad- e
suit because it will last
longer, fit better and look
more like prosperity than
"the ready" made brand.'.'..
See if Tailor-mad- e is not Best
Come to the Capital Tailor
and choose a snappy pattern.
A. E. SYUFY,
The Capital Tailor
p. in.
VT. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.W.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
August 15, 1912.
Xotiee is hereby given that DavidQuintana, ot Pojoaque, New Mexico,
who, on July 19, 1909, made Homestead
Entry No. 01 071 G, for S 2 SE XE
S 2 X SE 4 XE SE 4SW 4 XE S 2 XK 4 SW 4
NE E 2 SW 4 SW 4 KB
Santa Fe Lodge of n
No. 3, llth de-
gree. Ancient and Ac-
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month at
7:o0 o'clock in the evening in Mason-
ic Hull, south side of I'laza. Visiting
SE 4 XW 4 SW 4 XE W 2Mi 4 SE E XW 4 SB
E 2 XW 4 XW 4 SE Section
10-
- Township 19 x., Range 6 E., X. M.P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten--
tion to make three-yea- r proof, totablish claim to the land hnv
Scottish Rite Masons are cordially in-
vited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGIIT, 32.
Venerable Master.
scribed, before Register or Receiver.I'. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, ,
on the 10th dav of rwrw1010 ' v.,
B. P. O. E.
Santa Fe LodgeXo.
4 GO, D. P. O. E.,
holds its regular
session on the sec-
ond and fourth
Wednesday of each
mouth. Visiting
Claimant names as witnesses- -
Pedro Gomez, Severo Gonzales, Es.tan.slao Gonzales, Dalfldo Gomez, ailof Ildefonso, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.INever Mind About the Ready-Mad- e Clothes.-S- ee the Capital Tailor. i Jackson, Mich., Sept. 11. It doesn'tpay to be a striker In the state prison
brothers are invit-
ed and welcome.
FRANK T. BLAXDY,
Exalted Ruler,
P. M. A. LIEXAIT,
Secretary.
here. Scores of strikers have learned
that lesson now. The strike itself was
short-lived- , of course. Unarmed men,
surrounded by thick stone walls can't
strike' much with hundreds of state
troops, city policemen and deputy
THEODORE
ROOSEVELTNEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE Santa Fe Camp
13514, M. W. A.
meets second Tues
ciplinary results from barrel beatings
and wrist hangings.
If these plans fail the Marquette,
Mich., prison "paddles plan" may be
instituted. The paddle is a two- -
THAT PIE FEED
AT MAXWELLwardens pointing guns at them.ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO. Now they are punishing the
To do this the prison board of pound piece of sole leather shaned
day each month, so-
cial meeting third
Tuesday at Fire-
man's Hall. Visit
ing neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
CHAS. A. RISIXG, Clerk.
Maxwell, X. M., Sept. 11. Every-
thing is now ready with the excep-
tion of baking the pies, for the cele-
bration that will be pulled off at Max-
well September 28.
Every visitor will be allowed one-hal- f
pie and a "hunk" of squash four
inches square. In addition to this,
like a tennis racket. The convict is
stretched out so that every blow-yield- s
its maximum effect. Few con-
victs, it is said, remain conscious past
the tenth blow.
Jackson prison has been lately run-
ning on the economy plan. Warden
Simpson has cut the annual deficit
down to less than a half what the
control rescinded its order, made only
a few months ago, abolishing corporal
punishment. The board gives Warden
Nathan Simpson a free hand and he
ia using it to restore discipline.
The two methods considered most
effective are barrel whippings and
wrist hanging. The punishment is
meted out when there is no visitors
or newspaper men about to be dis
WILL BE IN
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.,
September 18th, 1912.
For this occasion the Santa Fe
will sell tickets to Albuquerque
and return atone and one-fif- thfare for the round trip from allpoints in New Mexico.
84.15 FROM SANTA FE
Dales of Sale, Sept. I7lh and 18th
Return Limit, Sept. 19th.
H. S. LUTZ, - . AGENT.
former warden's endeavors produced
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879, Brotherh-
ood of Ameri-
can Yoemen.
Meets first Fri-
day of the
month at the
Firemen's Hall.
turbed by the outcries of the cul-jrj- he doesn't believe apparently, inPr'ts. the Colorado plan nor the California
'TheWestPoin of the Southwest.'"
Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U. S.
War Department. .
Located in the beautiful Pecos
Valley,3.700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every flay. Open air
work throughout th entire ses-
sion. Conditions for physical
and mental development are.
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Four-
teen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard East-
ern colleges. Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Regents :
E. A. C A HOON. President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
CT JOHN W. PtE, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY. BjMtasJ
For particulars and illustrated cata-jOgu-
address,
col. jas. w. willson, sopt.
A man to be whipped Is stripped plan, nor the Iowa plan.
each person will be allowed two big
glasses of cider.
A fine program has been arranged
which will commence promptly at
10 a. m, and will keep the crowd en-
tertained every minute up till mid-
night. If the crowd stays that long.
A special train has been arranged
for to run from Wagon Mound on the
south. This train will leave Las Ve-
gas at 7 a. m., and there will be a spec
and stretched face down over a bar-
rel. A sheet, saturated in salt wa
In Colorado Warden Tynan allows
his prisoners to go great distances H. Foreman, A. E. Robinson.
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.ter, is tnen Bpread over nim ana an awayattendant beats him with a strap, also roads
from the penitentiary to build
for counties and towns. The OW IS THE TIME to
have Porch, ParkNODD FELLOWS,No. 2, I. O. O. P.convicts are pledged on their honor toreturn and are paid a small wage out
of what they earn. Less than one Santa Fe Lodge
ial fare of one and one-fift-
Everybody who thinks he knows
how to eat pie come over and
show us. We are from Missouri and
then we want to learn any new wrink-
les that you may have.
well soaked In water. By this method
the skin is not broken and no raw
'flesh or g discolorations
give the convict material evidence to
show a few days later. Just a pink,
"healthy glow" is left.
Of course the convict remembers
it for some time. During the flogging
1 I
I 3
p
I 2
and Lawn Sets, Swings
AwningsandScreensmad
to order by one who know
how. Fruit Ladders
specialty.
J. R RHOADS
104 Galisteo Street
Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE, N. M
the combination of strap and salt
makes him think he is being stung by
per cent have tried to escape. There
has been no "strike," no "mutiny," no
"riot" in that prison.
Oregon treats its convicts like men.
They, too, build roads. They could
escape, but they don't.'
It was from the Oregon prison, be-
fore this plan was instituted, that
Harry Tracy, outlaw, made his bloody
dash for liberty to escape prison tor-
tures.
That even a confirmed criminal will
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
August 22, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Jose N.
Gonzales of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
meets regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clockin Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth-
ers always welcome.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel-
come. J. A. RAEL, F. M.
DAVmNZALESJcretary.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
a horde of wasps, and that feeling
remains several days.
Wrist hanging is the other leading
method used here to punish unruly
convicts. The man is strapped up by
Work for the New Mexican. It ia
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
A Want Ad. in the New Mexican
sees more people In one day than you
can see In a month. Try one. May 27, 1907, made Homestead EntryNo. 11515, for S 2 SE Section 33,
S 2 SW Section 34, Township
15 North, Range 9 East, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of inten-
tion to make proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be
11 ECOMONYDepartment of tne Interior,U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Aug. 22S912.Notice is hereby given that Jose P.Gonzales of Santa Fe, N. M.. who onA Feast off Baraks fore Register or Receiver, U. S. LandOffice, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, onthe 15th day of October, 1912.Claimant names as witnesses:Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino, Au-
gustine Montoya, Estanislado Pena,
all ot Galisteo, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register,
April 1, 1907, made homestead entryNo. 109661-0407- for NE Section
3b, Township 19 North, Range 10 East,New Mex. Prin. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make five-ye-
proof to establish claim to the land
GROCERY
"All Go ids at Right Prices"
15 THE MpTTO OF
J. H. BLAIN, Jr.
SQUARE DEAL TO ALL
above described, before Register nr
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at SantaNOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Sealed proposals will be received
by the County Commissioners of
Fe, New Mexico, on the 17th day of
October, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Eucaraacion Gonzales, Francisco
Dominguez, M. Dominguez and Rafaei
Montoya, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Santa Fe County, New Mexico, up to
twelve o'clock noon, Tuesday, the 8th
day of October, 1912, for furnishing
all materials for one bridge to be built
at the Arroyo Atascoso, near the
Town of Galisteo, New Mexico.
All the material and work shall be
furnished and done in accordance
PEOPLE OF THIS CITY have never before in the old town's history hadTHE a feast of bargains as they have had at our GOING OUT OFPRICES during the last week. Some of our best friends came in alitte skeptical, but timidly asked, "ARE YOU REALLY GOING TO QUIT?"To all such inquiries we simply had to refer them to the prices we are making to
fully convince them. These prices are not on one or two catch articles, but on our
ENTIRE LINE of the highest grade of merchandise that we could find in the mar-kets of the country. Many lines are badly broken already, but remember this sale
will last as long as there is anything left. The sooner we close out the better it will
suit us.
FOLLOWING ARE A FEW ARTICLES THAT CAUGHT OUR EYE AS WE GLANCED DOWN THE COUNTER :
309 San Francisco Street
with plans and specifications made by
the Midland Bridge company of Kan-
sas City, Missouri, on file in the office
of the County Clerk at Santa Fe,
where they may be seen and examin-
ed,
Each bid must be accompanied by
a certified check in the sum of ten
per cent of the amount of bid.
Parties desiring so to do, may also
submit plans and prices of their own,
and the Board of Commissioners re--1
serves the right to reject any and j
all bids or to accept any bid made
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO
All Stations East and West
FROM
Stations on the Denver! & Rio Grande
INJJEFFECT
June 1st to Septembei 30th
that hi their judgment is for the best
interest of Santa Fe County, New
Mexico.
JOSE ORTIZ Y PIXO,
Chairman. '
Attest: M. O. ORTIZ, Clerk.
JAPANESE KIMONAS.
Long Klmonat very high grade finely made and finished. .$3.00. .$1.60Short Klmona Sacks, Nice Flannelette 65c 3Sc
BEAUTIFUL EMBROIDERY DRESS PATTERNS.
Just few left fine Marquisette full widths six yards to thePattern $8, $11, $4.35, $6
PANAMA AND VOILE DRESS SKIRTS.
Just a few of the very best quality all wool Voiles and Panamas,
$6, $10 and $12, Now $3( $6
YOUNH MEN'S OVERCOATS.
It will pay you boys to buy it now for you will need It In another
week or two. Kirschbaum all pure wool, Presto collar, medium
length ulster that should keep you warm and snug $10, $5
BIGGEST BARGAINS IN UMBRELLAS.
An article we all need but seldom can find. You can now get two
and have one at both ends of the line for what you been payingfor one.
High Grade Gloria Silks best made at any price, $2.60 and $3. ...$1.50Another lot fully guaranteed same make, $1.50, $2 ,..$1Third assortment best values ever known, 75c and $1 , .45c
LACES AND EMBROIDERIES.
The biggest stock to pick from in the state. Pay you to lay in a
year's supply at these prices, values that were 7c, 10c and 15c 5c
Llnnen Torchons, 10, 12 2 and 15c grades 5c
Cotton Clunies, 10, 15 and 25c grades 5 and 10c
RIBBONS AT PRICES TO URGE YOU TO TAKE THE WHOLE LOT.
Baby ribbons that were 2 yards for 5c to close at 10 yards 5c
Niagara made high grade 71-2- , 10 and 15c grades 5c
Best wired hair ribbons 35c grades 20c
A FEW HIGH GRADE SWITCHES LEFT.
3 oz. 26 Inches long high grade human hair values from $3.50 to $4,
now $2.10
Other values that run from $2.75 to $3.25 $1.65
Third grade all fully guaranteed best value ever shown $2, now.. 85c
ONE LONELY EDISON PHONOGRAPH.
The new machine playing either the two or four minute records, reg-
ular price at dealers $22.50, will let you carry it off for.... . .$12.50
STANDARD COPYRIGHT BOOKS,
A dozen or so from well known authors such as Mrs. Holmes or South-wort- h
that originally sold for $1.50 to close at 25c
One Alcott set regular price anywhere $12.50 $7.50
Little Colonel series, regular price $1.50 $1.00
Subscribe for tne Santa Fe New
Mexican, the paper 'bat boosts all
of the time and works for the up-
building rt our new State.
Return Limit, October 31st j
Liberal Stopovers.
It will not fy you tc waste yourtiem writing out yom legal form
when you can get them already print
ed at the New Mex kn Priotim
Company.
W.N.TOWNSEND&CO.- -
V
For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. G. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.
If you use embossed stationery, you
can do no better than placing yonr or-
der with the New Mexican Printing
prices will be quoted upon requestOur styles and orxs are strictly up
to dat.
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PORTING ELK'S THEATRETuesday, September 17
A. G. DELAMATER PRESENTS
Geo. Barr McCutcheon's
"Beverly
ITS QUEER ABOUT ALTZIER-- HE BURNS UP MINOR
LEAGUES. BUT CAN NEEER MAKE GOOD IN THE MAJORS
WILLIAM FARAH EMIL MIGNARDOT
THE
Capital Bar
An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your
thirst !
A Ulass of California Wine will
put blood in your veins 1
A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your
troubles I
Phone Orders Attended To Promptly.
IMPORTED rifiAP
and DOMESTIC
255 San Francisco St. Phone 239 W
"Dare Devil Dave" Altizer is burn- - methods have been called "rough-- ,
in,.rin .0iotin neck" by some. But he does handleIH fit U Lf LUC niULllVtlll MouuLiwiiu.i
again.
Altizer is an association star. He
U a baseball freak. Each fall some
major league magnate pays Jbe'Can- -
v .
tillon, of Minneapolis, regular mbney
for Dave, hoping he has flnally ;"ar- -
rived." and will shine In the fastest
DURABILITY
We guarantee that Bur- -
roughs Adding and. Listing
Machines will do more and
better work, and last longer,
,7; than any other adding ma- - '
ii. chine.
"Durability" is a - littlet '
S folder worth reading by any-on- e
considering the purchase
V ' of an adding machine.
If you are thinking of add- -y
. ing machines you need a
copy free, of course.
Burroughs Adding Machine Co.,
' W. H. LONG, Sales Manage.
P.O. Box 702, El Paso, Texas.
tlon of Mr. Otero's name a big .de--.
monstration took place. Governor
Otero, however, asked Mr. McCoy to
withdraw his name, stating that he
could not do his duty to the party and
run for an office. His name was then
withdrawn. Another demonstration
was caused when Mr. Armijo tried to
nominate Hon. George Curry. Mr.
Gurry thanked him but' said that he
plans to return to private life.
Mr. Burg then stated that he could
not run because his wife was an in-
valid and he could not leave Albuquer-
que. This left the fight between the
de B"aca delegates and the Leahy dele-
gates. Mr. de Baca was nominated re-
ceiving 138 votes and Mr. Leahy 66.
For presidential electors, George W.
Armijo, Elmer E. Studley and D. E.
Thomas of Chaves county were-eelect-e-
other nominees being C. M. For-ak-
of Bernalillo, and A. W;. Terry of
Socorro. The following resolution of-
fered by Chairman Armijo was adopt-
ed by a rising vote:
DEPLORE MR. LUNA'S DEATH.
"Resolved, That we deplore the un-
timely death of Hon. Solomon Luna.
He was an important factor in the in-
dustrial, intellectual and moral up-
building of our new state. New Mex-
ico has lost a useful citizen and our
whole people a good man. We hereby
extend to his afflicted family our sin-
cere expressions of sympathy and con-
dolence."
Before the convention adjourned,
Marcus C. de Baca spoke at length on
the issues of the campaign and prom-
ised to use every honest effort to car-
ry the state for the new party.
MOLINARI THE MAN.
Everything now points to the nomi
nation of T. J. Molinari of Portales
for congress by the stand pat repub-
lican party which meets here tomor-
row. Mr. Molinari is a banker and is
at the head of an irrigation project
in the Portales valley.
Cantillon soothed him. -company i
, "Never mind, boy, I'm for you.
And each spring, Altizer is sent you're all right," Joe assured him,
back to Minneapolis for much less and the next day Altizer was a whirl-tha- n
he cost. He Is as much of a wind. Cantillon never reprimands
him, and never permits the players tobaseball mystery as the "why" of the ,,'get gay, when he has a bad day.
spit-bal- l. The big top is one step too The erratic one is fortunate to have
high for Dizzy Dave to negotiate. Cantillon as manager and the Mil-Th- e
Altizer of Minneapolis Isn't the lers as team-mate- The team wins
32nI ANNUAL
New Mexico State Fair
ALBUQUERQUE.
October 7, 8, 9, 10, II, 12, 1912.
BIQ PREMIUMS FOR
Love Stock
AND
Poultry Exhibits
Interpreted nr i fie tfestKo
BY A MIT
.
Imantir rirama
.mm m
Splendid Cast 3' I on the Stage
Graustark"
Staged by OSCAR EAGLE --
'
Director for David Belasco
Special Scenery
Gorgeous Costumes
Every Character of the Book
Appears in the Play. A
Stirring Romance of
Love and Laughter!
Seats on Sale at Fischer's Drug Store,
Saturday, September Htli.
FRANK A. STORTZ
Secretary.
Domestic Wines, Liquors
CIGARS
COLE, Props.
1 sS-wV
DAVE ALTIZER.
HOW THEY STAND
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Won Lost Pet.
New York 92 39 .702
Chicago 82 48 .631
Pittsburg 78 53 .595
Cincinnati 66 67 .496
Philadelphia 6.1 67 .485
St. Louis 55 82 .374
Brooklyn 49 82 .374
Boston 39 91 .300
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Won Lost Pet.
Boston 93 38 .710
Philadelphia 79 53 .599
Washington 80 54 r.597
Chicago 64 67 .489
Detroit 62 72 .463
Cleveland 58 74 .439
New York 47 84 .359
St. Louis 45 86 .343
WESTERN LEAGUE.
Won Lost Pet.
Denver. S5 59 .590
Omaha 82 63 .566
St. Joseph 81 64 .559
Des Moines 74 67 525
Lincoln 71 75 .4S6
D. K. B. SELLERS,
President.
Altizer the most sensitive plant in,
the game.
The sharp-shoote- r
would .die for Joseph. One day he;
made four errors and thai : night he
rushed up to Cantillon and demand- -
that he be killed The begt he
wanted was a job as office boy or gate
man. He raved like a madman, out
with his hitting, and when Dave
makes three or four errors, there is
enough power to pull the game out of
the fire. With a weak batting team,
he would lose many games.
Altizer is gingery and fast. He likes
the limelight. He runs about the field,
taking balls belonging to Ferris, Wil-
liams or the left fielder. This goes
with Cantillon and Dave is not "called
down." If the players went after him
for "butting in," he'd be done, as a
player, for weeks.
Because of his temperament, Al-
tizer is avful, when going badly. On
such days, Cantillon guards him from
himself, the players end the fans.
Umpires say Altizer is a crab. He
goes to bat muttering like a squirrel
with a nut. This is part of his intense
determination to win at any cost. At
his best, he is a Trojan mighty at
Cantillon in any company, but he
lacks the complete nerve that makes
the great'est players.
REYNOLDS TO TALK
TO BANKERS ON
MONEY TRUST
Detroit, Mich., Sept. 11. Members
of the American Bankers association
today looked forward to two days re-
creation while the delegates to various
conventions affiliated with the associa-
tion transacted their annual business.
The bankers, after being the guests of
Detroit business men for the next forty-e-
ight hours, hope to complete their
official work at two sessions Friday.
The Trust company, Savings bank,
clearing house and state secretaries
sections opened their conventions to
day. Formal reports of officers were
expected to consume much of the time
of the opening sessions, but the pro-
grams also provided for several ad-
dresses.
George M. Reynolds, of Chicago, was
to discuss the money trust at the
Trust company convention, while
Theodore L. Weed, director of the
Postal savings system, of the United
States, was to close the opening meet-
ing of the savings bank session with
an address entitled "The Postal Sav-
ings Bank and the Banks."
Detroit, Sept. 11. Speaking on the
subject "The Money-trus- t Inquiry,"
George M. Reynolds, president of the
Continenta and Commercial National
bank of Chicago, today declared, "If a
banker can be forced to disclose a
confidential relationship between hia
quire but a short step further to capi-
talize for the gratification of prejudice
the confidences between an attorney
and his client, as well as the secrets
of the confessional."
Mr. Reynolds spoke before the Trust
company section of the American
Bankers association at its annual con-
vention and disavowed any antagon-
ism to the congressional investigation
by the house committee.
"Believing as I do," said the speak-
er, "that open-minde- honest agita-
tion of any question in which the pub-
lic is interested, prompted by a laud-
able purpose and kept free from ani-
mus and prejudice, will tend to secure
a proper solution of that question, I
desire to disavow any antagonism for
or opposition to the impending inves-
tigation of the 'Money Trust'
by the house banking and currency
committee; on the contrary, I shall be
glad to do what I can to
with the members of that committee so
long as their activities are exerted
along the lines of an honest endeavor
calculated to promote better methods
and higher ideals in business."
Banking conditions were discussed
by the speaker, who said in part:
"The fact that 95 per cent of the
business of this country is done upon
credit, and that the use of actual mon-
ey in transactions has been reduced to
the minimum, makes it very easy for
people who do not properly discrimi-
nate between credit and money itself
to become confused in the application
of the terms; and especially is this
likely to be the case with those who
have given so little study to the sub-
ject that they look upon a bank as be-
ing an institution dealing in money,
whereas, in reality a bank deals In
credit and the money it carries in its
vaults is only an incident to its busi-
ness, being carried only in an amount
Sufficient Under the law of averages to
make it possible for the bank to pay
its obligations upon demand under
normal conditions.
"This confusing of credit with mon-
ey, as it is related to business, has
caused much misapprehension on this
subject, and resulted in more or less
honest criticism by those who do not
realize that the 'money power' as it
is usually applied relates to the power
view of the temper of the people to--
(ward large aggregations of capital, it
is not surprising that there has also
arisen much confusion and misconcep-
tion through the use of the words
'money power' and 'money trust.' Of-
tentimes, where quotations of alleged
statements are made, the word 'trust'
is, either through confusion or arbi-
trarily, substituted for the word 'po
making it appear as 'money trust,'
thereby changing the meaning of the
statement as it was originally made.
"I disclaim any knowledge, to say
nothing of any connection with ar.y
'money trust' of any character, anl f
feel I would be derelict in my duty if
I were not to say to you that I do not
believe any such trust exists.
"If a little more of the spirit of fair-
ness were to be injected into a con-
sideration and discussion of this sub-
ject, the masses of the people would
be less inclined to hold prejudice
against or criticise banks, for, after all
the banks are only the 'warehouses' of
the credits of the community and fie
credits they control are subject to the
ebb and flow incident to - the fluctua-
tions In business. .
"I have heard more or less criticism
of banks in this country upon the
theory that the 'money power' is in
the hands of too few people.
"Inasmuch as whatever control in-
dividuals may now have of our bank-
ing power comes to them under and
by virtue of the national banking law,
as the result of a concentration of
reserves in the central-reserv- e cities
and through legitimate practices in the
ordinary trend of business, and not,
mark you, through any violation or
evasion of the law on their part. Would
it not be far more becoming to criti-
cise the law which forces this condi-
tion rather than to criticise the men
who under the law have the condition
forced upon them?
"As one who has been accused of
admitting that the 'money power' un-
der existing conditions, or the power
to extend credit in times of crises,
rests in the hands of a few bankers in
this country whose institutions carry
the surplus banking reserves, I have
for three years past been making a
plea to the people of this country to
assist in securing legislation providing
for a system of banking and currency,
which it is believed, will very mate-
rially decentralize the money power
by placing it within the control of sev-
eral thousand banks, rather than to
have it literally controlled by the
bankers in the central reserve cities,
as at present.
"I cannot believe a condition exists
which can begin to justify such dras-
tic treatment; no more do I believe
congress will (take any action which
would strike so directly at the person
al rights and liberties of the people."
MARCUS C. DE BACA WILL
DEFEAT ANY STAND PATTER
OLD GUARD MAY NOMINATE.
Continued irom rage One.
last election; we rejoice over the fact
that the people of the state, by a
majority of over 12,000 adopted the
amendment known as the Blue Bal-
lot, thus making the constitution
more easily amended by the people
when they desire to so amend it, ex-
cept as it affects the articles on elec-
tive franchise and education.
We strenuously oppose all combi-
nation, conspiracies, trusts or agree-
ments in restraint of trade, and all
monopolies or attempted monopolies
to control the trade or commerce
of this state, and we believe in and
Insist upon a vigorous prosecution of
all persons and corporations who vio-
late the statute upon this subject,
and we are in favor of an early
amendment of the act of congress of
July 2, 1890, known as the anti-trus- t
act, so as to prevent any further l
legislation with reference there-to- .
The Spanish Insular possessions of
the United States, and the diplomatic
and commercial relations with many
Spanish speaking countries, make the
Spanish language an indispensable
medium of communication between
the United States and tne people of
those countries, we therefore favor a
sufficient appropriation ' by congress
to establish and endow a Spanish-America- n
college in' this state, for
the purpose of teaching, training and
equipping young men to a higher
standard of efficiency, for commer-
cial, consular and diplomatic service
in the countries named.
We pledge our faithful support to
the nominees of this convention at
the coming election.
The resolutions were amended on
motion of Mr. Cutting to include an
endorsement of an amendment to the
constitution eliminating the language
clause, so that any person an Ameri-
can citizen could hold office in this
state.
After discussing all day the ques-
tion of a congressional nominee, the
delegates decided to throw down the
bars and fight it out M. A. Otero
nominated Marcus C. de Baca, Bran-
son M. Cutting seconding the nomina-
tion. Elmer E. Studley nominated J.
Leahy and B. Ruppe nominated John
Baron Burg. The convention was
almost stampeded when State Sena-
tor W. M. McCoy of Torrance county,
nominated M. A. Otero. At the men- -
JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.
COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
259an Francisco St. SANTA FE, N. M.
Altizer of the major leagues. You see
him in the A. A., and you're sure he
will star with Bush and Barry as a
fielder, with Ty Cobb as a base run-
ner, and Sherwood Magee as a batter
but he always fails.
"Decoration day morning, 1910, Al-
tizer saved Minneapolis, in 16 innings
of a game, by some marvel-
ous play. He looked like Bill Dahlen
used to look. And the very next day
after such an exhibition, he is apt to
toss away a game.
Altizer is hard to handle, and here,
perhaps, is why he doesn't make good
in the majors. That Joe Cantillon can
keep him at top speed, without mis-
sing a step, is a bit of baseball humor,
for Joe isn't noted for drawing room
deportment or conversation. His
rell, owner of the New York team,
realizes the fact that numerous acci-
dents have kept the club at the foot
of the league and friends of Farrell
declare the owner has a high regard
for the ability of Wolverton. Harry
without doubt, has had more to con-
tend with this year in the matter of
hard luck than any other manager in
the league.
W. C. T. U DENOUNCE
FALSE HAIR
AND HEELS
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 11 A com-
mittee on women's dress which made
its report at the annual convention of
the Kansas City 'district committee of
the W. C. T. U. here scathingly de-
nounces the following "styles" seen in
the society in cities, towns
and villages of this country:
1. Masses of false hair "that you
can tell at a glance was picked from
a counter."
2. Decollette gowns and tight,
short skirts "both suggestive and
vulgar."
3. High heeled shoes "that maim
their wearers for life."
4. Rouge smeared on the cheeks,
making their owners look like a
cheeky imitation of a circus clown,
The committee declared itself for
meditation In dress as in all things,
The following resolution was adopted
by the convention:
"In view of the fact that present day
fashions are unsightly, unhealthy and
immoral, individual and societies
should direct their best efforts to
wards creating a sentiment against
tight skirts and dresses abbreviated at
both ends."
ALLEGED SWINDLER MEETS
A HORRIBLE DEATH.
New York, Sept. 11. Screams com
ing from a park in Brooklyn late last
night brought a crowd of passersby
hurrying to a secluded bench where
they found a man with hands pressed
to his eyes moaning that a woman had
thrown acid in his face. The police
arrested a girl who gave her name as
Esther Kaplan and led her to the park
bench but the man was so badly burn-
ed about the eyes that he could not
see her. Soon he became unconscious
and died before an ambulance arrived.
Under pressure from the police, the
girl said that she knew the man as
Samuel Kaplan and that he had taken
all her money under faithless prom-
ises of marriage. She declared that ha
was one of a group of swindlers want-
ed in Chicago. Although she insisted
that he had taken the acid himself, af-
ter trying to force her to drink it, she
v.as locked up on a charge of homi-
cide.
DOUGLAS, ARIZ., MAY
GET TASTE OF WAR.
El Paso, Texas, Sept. 11. Cars were
oi deied lo Juarez today by Mexican
authorities for transportation of
troops through United States terri-
tory to Douglas, Arizona. The peo-
ple of Douglas fear an attack will be
now.
AUSTRALIAN SYSTEM OF
TAXATION FOR ARIZONA.
Phoenix. Ariz., Sept. 11. If a move-
ment begun here today proves suc-
cessful, Arizona will have the Aust-
ralian system of taxation. Under this
plan each property owner turns in his
account and the state, has the right j
PEERLESS BAR
A GRAND
CHRISTMAS PACKAGE
OF SUPERIOR MERIT IN
QUALITY and QUANTITY.
The Contents Consist of:
150 Assorted Seals and Stickers.
16 Embossed Gummed Stamps As-
sorted.
2 Christmas Greeting Tags and
Cards.
2 Large Imported Christmas Tags.
4 Medium Christmas Tags and
Cards.
4 Small Christmas Tags and Cards.
20 Assorted Christmas and New
Year Post Cards.
3 Double Christmas and Now Year
Booklets.
1 Triplicate Wall Calendar for 1913.
202 ASSORTED PIECES
In all colors and sizes, embossed
and Plain, Imported and Domestic.
The use of these beautiful emblems
of Holiday Cheer is now so prevalent
a gift seems lacking in Christmas
sentiment without them.
There is no limit in the uses to
which these Cards, Tags and Stamp-ma- y
be adapted.
They emphasize in a special man-
ner the innate feelings of the heart
lin accord with
CHRIST'S BLESSING OF
"Peace on Earth to Men of Good Will"
HAVE YOUR ORDER REGISTERED
IN TIME.
As last Year's supply was exhaust-
ed before late demands could be filled.
CHRISTMAS DAY.
The Greatest, most Honored of all
Holidays the World over, may be joy-
fully remembered and honored in use
of our Christmas Packet which will be
delivered to any address on following
TERMS. '
This Packet and the Weekly En-
quirer- one year only $1.00 (The re-
gular subscription rate).
The Weekly Enquirer is today one
of the best Metropolitan
Weeklies published. It is National
(not local) and not a magazine. Its
field is all over the World your home
U not complete without It.
Send for Sample Copy and you will
bo convinced.
Agents wanted everywhere . Lib-
eral commission. . :
Address all orders to
THE WEEKLY ENQUIRER,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Dental & Medical
ASSOCIATION
MEETING
ROSWELL, N. M.,
September 12th to 14th,
For this occasion the Santa Fe
will sell tickets to Roswell and
return at one and one-thir- d
fare for the round trip, ON
CERTIFICATE PLAN.
,
Sale of Cne Way Tickets, Sept. !0,
II, 12. Return Limit on or
before Sept. 16, 1912.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
Pope Motor Cycle
4 Horse Power
PRICE, $165.00 .
With Imported Magneto.
LIGHT. SILENT AND BBLIABLK.'
PASH BROS.. Acts., Santa Fe.
Fine Imported and
AND
GREGG &
Wichita 69 77 .473
Sioux City 67 75 .47
Topeka 48 97 .331
TODAY'S GAMES.
St Louis at New York.
Chicago at Boston.
Pittsburg af Philadelphia.
Cincinnati at Brooklyn.
AMERICAN
Boston at Chicago.
New York at St. Louis.
Washington at Cleveland.
Philadelphia at Detroit.
NATIONAL.
At Brooklyn
Brooklyn 2
Cincinnati 1
Called in fourth, darkness.
At New York
New York 0
St. Louis
,
0
Called in first, rain.
At Boston
Boston 3
Chicago 2
Game called end third inning, rain.
At Philadelphia R. H.E.
Philadelphia 3 10 2
Pittsburg 10 14 0
Batteries: Chalmers, Seaton, Nel-
son and Dooin; rerry, Camnitz and
Simon.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
At Cleveland R. H. E.
Cleveland 3 9 1
Washington 2 8 2
Batteries: Blanding and Carisch;
Johnson and Henry.
TRACERY WINS
GREAT RcHCE
Don Caster, England, Sept 11. The
St. Ledger staKes ot" 6,5ut) sovereigns
for colts and fillies foaled in 1909 was
won here today by August Belmont's
Tracery, Maiden Erlegh finished sec-
tion D. and Hector was third. The
SUMMER
TOURIST
RATES
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
St. Paul, Denver,
$50.35 $21.10
Pueblo, Salt Lake,
$16.15 $40.00
Chicago, St. Louis,$50.35 $44.35
Colo.Springs,
$18.15
Los Angeles, San
San Diego,
$46.90 $55.90
CALIFORNIA.
Francisco, San Francisco,
Oakland, Oneway via Portland,
$73.35
race was run over the St. Ledger made on the federals when they
about one mile and six furlongs tempt to cross the line into Mexico,
and 132 yards, and 14 horses started. This idea of "pulling the chestnuts
The winner was ridden by Bellhouse. out of the fire" for the federals may
The success of Tracery, which led not appeal to the residents of
the race, and won by five! las, but there seems no help for it On sale daily, to September 30th.
Return limit, Oct. 31st. '
Liberal Stop Over Privileges. Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona
LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.
Low Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other Eastern
. Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico. '
lengths, came as a great surprise,
Lomond, an even money favorite being
conisdered a certain winner.
Tracery was quoted at eight to one
iu the betting.
WOLVERTON STAYS.
Within a short time Harry Wolver
ton, manager of the New York Ameri
cans, and former manager of the!
Oakland team, will Bign a new con-
tract
to
to manage the New York Club
for another season.
This is despite the fact that the
.inh has been a consistent tail-ende- r a
all seasoiy 11 18 sald 0181 Frank Far-- j
purchase any property at an in-- : or control or tne credit wnicn may De
crease of 10 per cent over the valua- - extended against either money or oth-tio- n.
The Arizona tax league, formed j er tangible liquid assets easily or
today, will work for the adoption of quickly convertible into money; and in
For further information
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
call on or address,
SANTA FE, N. M.constitutional amendment to this
end,
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Fe today. He, bought with him hisIt PERSONALS Our Pattern Hatsrr son who will enter St. Michael's col- -lege. SUITS FOR MEN liiiiiIncorporated 1903Established I8S6 Attorney A. II. Hudspeth is here State Game Warden T. de Bacai'j back from Albuquerque where heattended the democratic shite convenfrom White Oaks.
: Mrs. Wright will not be at home to- - tion of which he was permanent Are Here!
MRS. W. LINDHARDT,
125 Palace Ave.
SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY
Domatter how unusual your shape we can fit you in a
FITFORM OR BENJAMIN'S SUIT OR OVERCOAT
and please you in our Large Assortment of 5nappy Grays,
Browns and Blues.
ALL THE NEW MODELS JUST IN.
Miss Conrad leaves this evening on
the Limited for Pennsylvania and
New York to visit relatives and
friends. She expects to lie gone about
two months.
Dr. Edgar L. Hewctt, director of
the School of American Archaeology,
morrow afternoon.
B. S. Phillips, the well known lum-- j
her man, is here Jrom Velarde,
Miguel Chaves, who has extensive
interests in Santa Fe, is here on bust-- '
fit ss
.Mrs. Elizabeth A. Scholield, of Jack-
sonville, 111., is visiting her son, O. E.
Schofleld.
S. S. Carroll and George E. Ellis
have gone to Socorro on river improve-
ment work. ,
Felix Martinez, the democratic boss.
and director of exhibits of the San (Dona Ana) arguedal appellants
and submitted.Diego exposition, is expected home
CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF
School Day? Clothes
REASONABLE N PRICE.
from San Diego tomorrow.
State Senator Thomas D. Burns,
prominent merchant and sheepman of
The court adjourned until Monday.
' NEW COMPANY HERE.
"A $250,00(1 company with Santa Fe
men back of it. is number murk- - of
JULIUS H. GERDESIs here from El Paso.
Montezuma.
He Is at the Tierra Amarilla, Rio Arriba county,
arrived in the city yesterday on busi-- 1
X. J. Stern and X. B. Stern, Xew ness. He is. at the Palace. - '
York financiers, are registered at the w. Thomnson. thll fruH vrnw... -
"
-O
Saturday, September 7th,
(progress in the city's development!
The articles of incorporation werefiled in the office of the corporation
commission this morning. The new
company is called the Xew Mexico
Realty and Livestock company with
Lew L jewett named as statutory
agent. The company's capitalization
of $250,000 comprises 2.100 shares at
Palace hotel.
' State Engineer French has gone to
the southern part of the state on road
inspection work.
Attorney A. B. Renehan left today
for Albuquerque to be gone several
days on legal business.
FOR SCHOOL GIRLS FOR SCHOOL BOYS
SHOES, HOSE, COATS, SUITS, HATS, SHOES,
SWEATERS, UNDERWEAR CAPS, SHIRTS, HOSE,
Dress Goods and Sweaters and Un- -
Headwear. derwear.
and rancher came in last evening
from Espanola and left on the noon
train for the Estancia valley, looking
for a market for his products.
J. P. Atteberry, commissioner of the
second district and residing in Aztec,
San Juan County, is here on busi-
ness before the board of equaliza-
tion. He is at the European hotel.
Glenn A. Grey, hydrographer in
charge of the government office here,
hase gone to Farmington to establish
LOW CUTS
For Men, Women, Misses and Children,
On all Summer Goods, going at one-ha- lf price.
ALL NEW AND STOCK.
Must be moved immediately for Fall Arrivals.
Morgan O. Llewellyn, former sur- -
veyor general and now attorney of
I as Cruces, is at the Palace.
' Diego Aragon is here from Los
I.unas. He brought his daughter,
?10 each the stockholders being
Franklin Kolb, of Santa Fe, 250.
shares; L. L, Jewett of Santa Fe, 250
shares; Ray C. .Montgomery of Moffat,
Colorado, 23 shares; Harold R. Mc- -
a hydrographic station there. He will
also go to Durango, Colo., for the same
purpose.
Dr. Frederick L. Bishop, who spent ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.
Gibbon of Santa Fe, 10 shares: Wil-- ,
Ham M. Mobson of Santa Fe, 10
shares.
The Carbon City Beer and Ice com
has changed its name to Gallup
Cold Storage company and increased
its capital stock to $50,000.
A certificate of amendment was also '
Miss Aragon, who enters Loretto aca-
demy,
: John M. AVhitlock, a missionary
worker of Lumberton, arrived last
evening and will spend several days
in the city.
State Secretary Antonio Lucero re-
turned last night from Albuquerque
where he attended the democratic
convention.
W. D. Shea, traveling passenger
agent of the D. & R. G. is back from
SELIGMAN BROS, COMPANY
two years in Santa Fe, left this
morning for Europe, sailing on the
Mauretania. Dr. Bishop will spend
some time on the continent before
resuming his practice in Ixnidon. hied by the Great Western Commer
cial company changing its name to theMr. and Mrs. Karl dreeu, accom
last! Polish National Sanitarium, situatedpanied by their son. returned Some up-to-the-mi- nute
night from the Duke City where they" Roy, Mora county, Xew Mexico,
attended the democratic convention. T1"8 company will conduct a sanitar- -
Alr fireen Is nRslstiint Kprretarv of ium for tuberculosis and asthma suf-- ! FURNITURE ITEMS
the democratic central committee forers. The stock is increased from!
ja business trip to Espanola and San
Juan.
Robert Butt and Alderman Frank
Butt have returned from Albuquerque
where they attended the democratic!
$25,000 to $250,000. Bird's Eye Maple Bedroom Suits,
Bungalow or Twin Brass Beds.
A Special Sale on all Ingrain Delton Carpets!
UNDERTAKING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
with offices in Santa Fe.
Mr. and Mrs. Christensen, promi-
nent residents of Los Angeles, who
have been visiting their daughters,
Mrs. Charles C. Catron and Mrs.
Frank Lavan, at their home here, left
laBt night for California. U. S. Sen-
ator Catron and Attorney C. C. Catron
were at the depot to bid them fare-
well and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lavan
GAMBLING CAN'T BE
STOPPED IN NEW YORK.
Xew York, Sept. 11. The Rev.
Wm. Morrison, appointed by Mayor
Gaynor, to the new board of inebriety,
has decided after an investigation of
the gambling situation in New York
city that gambling can no more be
UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO.
CAPITAL $50,000 00
Ooes a General Banking Business
Your Patronage Solicited
N. 8. LAUGIILIN, President. W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
J. B. LAMY, t.
convention.
County Clerk Marcelino A. Ortiz left
today for the Duke City to attend the
stand pat republican convention which
opens there tomorrow,
A. G. McCoy, assessor of San Juan
county,, is at the European hotel. We
came here on business before the
board of equalization.
J. M. Chaves, member of the legis
accompanied them as far as Lamy
THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
stopped in New York than the sale of
liquor.
He suggests that the only solution
of the evil is the licensing of a cer-
tain number of resorts. The Rev.
Mr. Morrison is a close friend of the
mayor and it is believed that his
lature from Torrance county, left to-
day for Albuquerque to attend the
stand pat republican convention. SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
BIG R. R. CASE
IS HEARD 'noma
views tally with those of Gaynor.
Lieutenant Thomas H. Barber, who
jhas been the guest of Col. Bronson
M. Cutting, left on the Limited last
night for his home in Xew York City.
J-
- M. Luna, of Los Luna, county
FIREINSURANCEFIRE
iThe famous foreclosure suit, of the
Independent Steel and Wire company UPSET STOMACHclerk of Valencia county, is in Santa Three well furnished rooms
WITH PANTRY, BATH AND LARGE HALLFOR RENT
THOROUGH WORK.
Two Acres in Orchard and
Small Fruit; Eight-roo- m
House, Stable and Other
Buildings.
FOR SALE
n
m
2(A
c
AND BESTIONHow a Santa Fe Citizen Found Free-do-
From Kidney Troubles.
and the Pittsburg Trust company vs.
The New Mexico Central Railroad
company and others, which has been
in the public gaze for several years,
is now being heard before Lorin C.
Collins, special master and referee.
The foreclosure proceedings have fin-
ally been consolidated into three
causes and all of them referred to
Judge Collins to report conclusions as
to facts and the law. The hearing will
be concluded here tomorrow. Then it
$30.00 per Month.
Also Room for Single Gentleman 1 Bl'k from Plaza
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
7ZIf you suffer from backache '
u
Li.
z
o
m
"Pape's Diapepsin" Cures
Gassp Stomachs In Five
Minutes,
Time it! In five minutes all stom- -
SIX AGRES ON ACEQU1A MADRE--Pa- rt of
Tract in AHalfa and 18 Fruit Trees in Bearing.
All; Under Irrigation. l2 Mile from Plaza.
LOW PRICE TO PURCHASER IF TAKEN AT ONCE
OCWATSON & CO.
LIABILITYHEALTHACCIDENTwill be resumed in Pittsburg and laterin New York, whither Judge Collins
will travel to hear testimony.
The array of counsel in this case
looked this morning as though the
New Mexico bar was in session.
ach distress will go. No indigestion,
From urinary disorders
Any curable disease of the kidneys,
Use a tested kidney remedy.
Doan's Kidney Pills have been test-
ed by thousands.
Santa Fe people can testify.
Can you ask more convincing proof
of merit?
Pasquale Yanni, shoemaker, College
St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "In 1902
I gave a public testimonial in praise
of Doan's Kidney Pills to the effect
that they had cured me of pain in my
back, caused by disordered kidneys.
Work obliges me to sit down a good
heartburn, sourness or belching of
jj The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest andgas, acid, or eructations of undigested
food, no dizziness, bloating, foul
Phone, Red 189.
- h m- - & t mm
Among those engaged as counsel are
N. B. Field, and Messrs. Klock and
Owen of Albuquerque; TJ. S. Senator
Thomas B. Catron, Former Judge E.
R. Wright, A. B. Renehan, Former
Judge N. B. Laughlin, Attorney Gener-
al Frank W. Clancy, Attorneys Easley
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our tULKLtlt
LINE of
"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE
This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
we carry two desirable patterns, the
DIANA AND THE BRIDE'S BOQUET.
1 19 San Francisco M., : : Santa re, New Mexico.
deal and this weakened my kidneys,
Sao Francisco
StreetReliable "H. C. YONTZ,
breath or headache.
Pnpe's Diapepsin is noted for its
speed in regulating upset stomachs.
It is the surest, quickest and most cer-
tain remedy in the whole world and
besides it is harmless.
Millions of men and women now eat
their favorite foods without fear
they know now it is needless to have
a bad stomach.
Please, for your sake, get a large
fifty-cen- t case of Pape's Diapepsin
from any drug store and put your
stomach right. Don't keep on being
miserable life is too short you are
not here long, so make your stay
agreeable. Eat what you like and di
and Easley, Col. George W. Prichard,
former attorney general of New Mexi-
co. From abroad came Judge J. Erb,
styled by some of his friends as "the
whirlwind orator from Chicago"; F. D.
Pearce, the tall attorney from St.
Louis and John S. Wendt, of Pitts-
burg. Looking placidly on with the
same calm which has characterized
him for years was C. C. Murray, re-
ceiver of the New Mexico Central
railroad about whom the storm has
MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers, 66-6- Day or Night Phone, I JO Red.
Next Door to Postoff ice.
causing backache. While at work I
suffered more intensely than at any
other time and I was very anxious to
find a remedy that would relieve me.
Learning of Doan's Kidney Pills, I
procured a box anfl to my delight,
tbey soon fixed me up in good shape.
During the past seven years I have
had no need of kidney medicine."
For sale by all dealers. Prlcn 50
bents. Foster-Milbur- n Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other..
SWEET PEAS
JAMES C. McCONVERY,
Phone. W 204. :::: 415 Palace Avenue
gest it; enjoy it, without dread of re-
bellion in the stomach.
Diapepsin belongs in your home
anyway. It should be kept handy,
should one of the family eat some
thing which doesn't agree with them
raged again and again but Mr. Murray
continues in his chair as receiver.
The proceedings this morning were
smooth and lacked the thundering fea-
tures which made the hearing so in-
teresting last year. Even Judge Erb
talked "sotto voice.'' There was no
wrangling and when the referee made
a remark, it could he heard.
In the appointment of Judge Collins
as referee, Judge E. C. Abbott of the
district court picked out a man of
tried judicial and legal experience.
Judge Collins came to Santa Fe a year
HS.KUE S CD.
POULTRY AND STOCK FOOD
; Why Wait?
SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO
TAUPERT,
Dispensing Optician,
Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.
or in case of an attack of indigestion,
dyspepsia, gastritis or stomach de-
rangement at daytime or during the
night it is there to give the quickest,
surest relief known.
A Man's Face Is Often fiis Fortune
Or at Least His Capital !
Where Do You Get Shaved ?
SAWYER'S IS THE BEST PLACE
Give Him a Trial. East of the Plaza.
We h&ve our own mill run by electricity, and
can furnish pure, cleancorn chop either coarse
medium or fine, as meal for the little chicks'
We can grind any mixture that is desired o
the different grains, such as corn, wheat, mil
The Home Grown Fruit Season ago after serving six years as assocl- -
is on and we are offering to the ate justice of the supreme court in
let, oats, kaffir corn, bran, etc.
NEW MEXICO. l 15 lb. pkg., $ .65
. 30 lb. " 1.20E. LAS VEGAS, Green Cut Bone and Meat
particular housewife the best to
to be had in
PEACHES,
PEARS
and PLUMS
the canal zone. He has had a long
public career, serving six years as a
member of the Illinois legislature,
part of that time as speaker of the
house;' nine years as circuit judge of
Cook county, Illinois, over six years of
which he occupied the post of chancel-
lor.
Judge Collins is a native of Connec-
ticut but studied law In Chicago and
has been a westerner ever since.
Accurate Work-Qu- ick Returns !
HJlib- - ,ack 375
Every farmer and every family that has even a few chickens
should have cut bone and meat to feed them. It improves
their health and makes them lay.
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.MAYES
' We can also supply you with
FT. SUMNER CANTALOUPES
the finest cantaloupes grown. INSURANCEOFFICIAL NEWS
POULTRY AND VETERINARY REMEDIES
PRATT'S VETERINARY COLIC CURE. GUARANTEED.
A famous remedy for all classes of colic, acute in-
digestion and bloat. This wonderful remedy has
a record of curing 998 cases out of 1,000. It is a
quick, sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
(!)
'TBI
CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
; We have just received
shipment of
i CHASE & SANBORN'S
Best Coffee and Teas
RAPID DELIVERY SERVICE
If you want the best in
At the session of the state supreme
court the following cases were taken
up:
No. 1481. Smith & Rlcker, a firm
composed of C. M. Smith and George
Ricker, appellee, vs. Hill Brothers (a
corporation) appellant,. (Torrance)
argued and submitted.
No. 1421. The g
Hat Co., (a corporation) plaintiff in
error, vs. The Raton National bank, (a
corporation) defendant in error (Col-
fax) writ of error dismissed.
No. 1482. In the matter of the es-
tate of James Engelhart, deceased,
price 50 cents
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
PRATS GUARANTEE!) E6G PRODUCER 2SEUS3
gapes and common ailments. Pratt's Poultry Regulator
makes little chicks grow fast and develops them into big lay-
ers. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
Full directions with each package, . . . Price, 25 cents
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
104 DON GASPER ST. Telephone 9 W
A live paper makes a live town.
V'e ere making a live paper. Read It.
Fire, Life, Accident,
Plate Glass,! Etc. Eta.
REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms,
Ranches, 0rchards,
Land Grants,! Etc.'
Surety Bonds
Of All Kinds.
Telephone 194 W., Room 24
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
FOR SALE
320-ACR- E RANCH
James F. Brown, appellant (Bernalillo)GROCERIES, FRUITS
AND VfiOEETABLES
GO TO ' .
argued and submited.
No. 1483. Burnham-Hann- a Munger
Dry Goods Co. (a corporation) appel-
lant, vs. Hill Brothers (a partnership)
all under fence, good improve
PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR
FOR HORSES.CATTLE.SHEEP, HOGS.DAIRY COWS.&c.
Because it works directlv on the blood, bowels,
and digestive organs of the animal; it builds up
run-dow- n horses, cures hog cholera in its early
stages, makes pigs grow quickly and fatten rap-
idly: dairy cows give more milk.
appellees (Torrance) argued and sub
WE WILL MAIL YOU $1
for each Set of old False Teeth send us.
Highest prices pi-i- for old Gold, Silver,
old Watches, Broken Jewelry and Pre-
cious Stones.
MONEY SEND BT BETTJRIf MATT,
PHILA. SMELTING & REFINING CO.
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS
8U Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa.
TO DEMISTS
We will buy your Gold Fillings. Gold Scraps
and Platinum. Highest prices nald.
mitted.
No. 1485. Milton Dow, as adminis-
trator, etc., appellee, vs. J. A. Simpson,
ments, lots of water. Fine hayland and farm land with a fine
crop on it and about 40 head of
cattle. Six miles from railroad
and 7 miles from the mountain.
Sell at a bargain. Address,FRANK DAVIS,
Moriarty, N. AI
Full directions on each package, . . Price, per pkg., 25cappellant, (Torrance) argued andI s. kauiie a CO
Where Prices are Lowest
tor Safe Quality
submitted. For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
No. 1478. William H. Baker, appel
lee, vs. Gregoria Trujillo de Armijo et NEW MEX ICOSANTA FE.
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THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.Santa Fe New Mexican
I -i- a---a
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce
The Santa Fe New Mexican Published Dally
The New Mexican Review English Weekly-E- l
Nuevo Mexlcano Spanish Weekly
The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronson M. Cutting President
Charles M. Stauffer General Manager
J.Wight Glddlngs Editor
William F. Brogan Associate Editor
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Dally, per year; by mall $.0 Dally Par Ouarter, by mall $1.25
Oally, six months, by mall $2.50 Dally per quarter, by carrier $1.50
Weekly, per year $1.00 Weekly, six months 50
The Ranch of the Rockies--Ope- n the ear Round.
Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.
VALLEY RANCH, N. M,THE VALLEY RANCH,
AS THE BYSTANDERSEES IT
We have the foundation laid for a
splendid civic structure and do not
have to begin at the very bottom, but
in build on what we have. We need
only to set our goal and then work
tracting a good deal of attention of
late, and a number of claims have
been located there. Among the local
people who are largely interested
there is John Casey, manager for M.
F, Downes & Co.
Silver City The Phelps-Dodg- e Co.
is to install a big electric plant at its
copper mines at Fierro. Work at the
toward it.
In a pamphlet on city planning,
handed me by H. H. Dorman, who is
one of the active workers in this ad- -
The Security Offered by Our
Safe Deposit Vaults"All of Today's News Today"
E give to patrons the advantages
vanced movement, are some excellent mines is being pushed preparatory to
suggestions that pave the way. They working them on a large scale. De-ar- e
all toward beautifying the city by velopment work at the mine has un-sha-
trees,' parks and cleanliness, covered a large body of rich ore. It
Of course, the good condition of the i8 reported that the American Meer-street- s
is one of the big considera- - j schaum company will soon resume W:of new and modern vaults rein-forced and barricaded with Yale
tions, and here is a field for operation feci
M
ll
work at its mine near Fierro and
Hanover on a large scale.
Carrizozo Good progress is re-
ported in the Gallinas district, the
Deadwood, Red Cloud and other prop-
erties are working, and some of them
are shipping to the El Paso smelter.
Chas. Spence of White Oaks, who
owns a number of properties in the
Gallinas district, is preparing to do
that has been neglected. The
of the planning board and rail-
road company is another necessity.
We can all recall, in traveling, how
we have been attracted to a town
where the surroundings at the rail
road station were made beautiful with
flowers and shrubs and where the ap-
proach was made attractive.
Deposit Locks.
The Yale system of locking is known,
around the world as the most sturdy, the
most impregnab'e.
Every box in our vault is protected by
a special guard mechanism and a double
set of tumblers.
Entrust your valuables to us, they
will be safe from fire as well as theft.
BUMS.
Just why so much consideration has
always been given to drunks, it is
difficult to understand.
Just why the comfort, convenience
and rest of people who behave like
human beings and try to be useful and
decent, can be disturbed without any
interference from officers or anybody
else, is one of the queer things in our
civic conduct of affairs. Just why
Sunday night, of all other nights, is
the one chosen for the noisy hilarity,
and why it seems to be considered
permissable I have not heard ex-
plained.
The residents on Palace avenue
seem to be the ones who have been
especially selected by the bums as the
audience before whom are given their
weekly concerts.
The bums' concerts have developed
into what seem to be continuous per-
formances and the attendance at the
entertainments is not a matter of
choice but of force.
When one set of singers and roys-terer- s
has put on a stunt, another one
follows and all night long the annoy-
ance and disgrace goes on unhindered
by the authorities. The thing has e
a nuisance and should be treated
like any other nuisance that is,
considerable assessment work in thatFor Santa Fe it only means fore-
thought and planning and enthusiastic
interest to put us in the front ranks
of American cities.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
TO THE GLOOMS.
Doubtless things are bad. Let that be conceded. Ohio has gone
Hell bent
for
For I and R true
.
And Home Rule, too!
Other states are following. The movement can't be headed. The nation
is a total loss.
And yet, let us address a few words of comfort to the mossy-backe- d
tenants of the Cave of Gloom.
If there is anything shocking and daunting and disturbing in these whirl-
wind victories of the masses over the classes and we are free to admit
that there is let us not therefor despair. It is change, and change spells
disturbance and displacement.
Consider the human body. Whether from a rearward view ornamented
with moss or not, the body is a wonderful thing. And yet it has had to
endure many changes. We are assured that once we walked on all fours.
All our bodily organs are constructed for a horizontal posture. But the
human soul was full of pride, much of it, be it confessed, sinful pride. We
- got stuck on ourselves. We must fain stand erect and tower above our fellow
bruteB. So we reared on our hind legs, even as you are wont to do when
the election returns come in showing the waters of red revolution rising,
rising, as they seem to be from where you squat, and ever since we have
walked more or less upright.
You would not go back toxthe horizontal dwellers in the Cave of Gloom;
but we all suffer from the fact that our organs are made for that position.
We have displacements of the interior organs, many of them common. They
make a great many men and women uncomfortable. Maybe in some far
day in the future we shall evolute to the point of being really natural in
the uprightness to which we tend.
So with these victories of the masses. They are painful to some, but the
pains are growing pains. We have made up our minds to stand erect, and
walk upright as a people. In getting to our national feet we may have to
riiSniar.e some of our institutional and industrial organs which were de- -
district. It is reported that the re-
cent sale under execution of the Coro-
na Queen properties will lead up to
the ' of the properties.
Some rich copper, gold and silver ore
has been taken out of the property.
Mogollon The Pacific mine is to be
under the management of?perated
company, the lease being
out on September 24. The company
allowed the lessees two days to clean
STORY OF A
WILD ANIMAL
BOUNTY FUND
up the ore in the mine. They will
continue work for the company. A
new tunnel has been started about
half way between the lower tunnel
and the south shaft. It is reported
that the company will sink the south
shaft as soon as it gets the other
work started. Preparations are being
made to work placer gravel that has
been found in the gulches around the
Buffalo group. Ore has been struck
ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF
Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.
119 Don Caspar Avenue.
wmmmammmammnmammuamwmmmMmmmmmmmmm
abated, abolished, exterminated. It
is not fair nor just nor decent. The
protest of the residents of Palace ave-
nue is growing long, loud and deep
and is based on a square deal.
If drunken men must sing and yell
and carouse all night let them do it
where the decent and peo-
ple of the city are not disturbed by
it; let them have a place by themvpinnpri fnr a less noble habit of the body politic. But it will be better for in the new tunnel at the Independ-
ent mine. Assays of from $25 to $67
in gold and silver have been obtain-
ed from different parts of the vein.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
selves for their disgusting and offen-
sive concerts. Let them be taken to
surroundings that befit them out to
the dumping ground or down to the
jail. Just why men who make beasts
of themselves are given consideration
to the discomfort and continued an-
noyance of people who try to be de-
corous and who consider the laws of
decency and good citizenship, is one
of the things yet to be explained.
everybody if we straighten. Your children will be proud of the events which
you now deplore. They will refuse to believe that you ever retired to the
Cave of Gloom.
. 0
EXAMINED BY AUTHORITY.
An expression on any Bubject from one who is an authority Is sought by
those who want to know. It is true in every field of life. If we want to know
what is the matter with ua, we seek the doctor; if we want to know our rights
we call on the lawyer; if we are puzzled on theology we go to the clergy-
man.
There has been a good deal of discussion concerning the actual facts
touching the work of the steam roller at Chicago last June, and as to the
ootnal method of Taft's nomination. After the consummation of this opera
THE PALACE
SANTA FE, N. M.
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT. AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
ATTORNEYS ATLAW.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney ar4 Counselor at Law.
Rooms 17-1- 8
Capital City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Assistant District Attorney, First
Judicial District.
THOSE WHO DO THINGS.
We always like to hear of the
of a friend or a friend's friend.tion United States Senator Cummins of Iowa, one of the original progres-
sives, declared that he was not satisfied with the situation but that he
still believed the republican party was basically progressive and basically
honest. The Taft supporters at once declared that Cummins would support
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsel a, at Law.
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to cases
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bidg., Santa Fe, N. M.
Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,
steam heat, electric lights.
LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
HARRY D. MOULTON,
Attorney-at-La-
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialt)
Things accomplished are always in-
teresting. This Is especially true
when some deed involving hardship
or difficulty is accomplished by a wo-
man. In the August number of Out-
door World and Recreation is an il-
lustrated article by Emma Leonidas
Kelly, who is a sister of W. G. Kelly,
so well known in Santa Fe, and for
the past few months a resident here
with his family. Miss Kelly is an ex-
tensive traveler. She has not made
her world-wid- e trips in the usual way,
in Pullman cars and surrounded with
luxuries,' but she has gone out into
world's by ways, enduring the hard-
ships incident to such excursions.
In the article above referred to,
Miss Kelly tells most interestingly of
her experience in Alaska, where she
endured all those difficulties and
dangers which have become matters
of history.
When one thinks of a five hundred
mile trip in Alaska, "made in twenty-fiv- e
actual days of travel with eight
days of delay in camp on account of
storms and intense cold," it makes
one shiver even in Santa Fe, during
these bright September days. The ex-
periences recorded by Miss Kelly
Taft, but Cummins remained silent, only declaring that ne wouia invesus.ua
the validity of Tafts nomination before stating his position In the cam-
paign Senator Cummins is one of the ablest lawyers in the United States.
He has no superior in the senate. His opinion is therefore valuable as to
the Judicial phase of the Taft nomination. After an exhaustive examination
of the record of the proceedings, this is Senator Cummins' verdict:
"The complaisant committee, and following them, the convention, de-
liberately seated Taft delegates from Washington, California, Arizona and
Texas who had no shadow of title to seats in the convention. I speak of
these states because I have examined the record as to them and have reached
a conclusion after the most careful study and reflection. And thus the
defeated by the machinations of a com-
mittee'"
will of a tremendous majority was
It must be remembered that if Mr. Cummins had any predilections in
this matter they were favorable to Mr. Taft. The senator is naturally and
preferably a republican, but he is also a great Jawyer and an upright citizen.
He wanted to be right.
Senator Cummins has declared for Roosevelt.
The Progressive movement has passed beyond the single question
or
The third party was founded on thethe honestv of Mr. Taft s nomination.
doctrine, "Thou shalt not steal; "-- the broad principles of human welfare
for which it stands have long since overshadowed the crime at Chicago.
Nevertheless, it is well to recall, as Senator Cummins does, the method by
which Mr. Taft got his nomination.
The matter is again brought to mind, "lest we forget.--
,
, o
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Chas. F. Easley, . Chas. R. Easley,
Attorneys-at-- ' aw.
Practice in the Courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.-
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Eaten- -
The Montezuma Hotel
5ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
cla, N. M.MINING IN
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TQ ADVb.tOUR STATE
County Clerk E. B. Venable, Robert
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.Houston and Lee Hawkins, owners of
the Woodlawn group of claims in the
TISE?
Tell your story to
2,000,000 Readers 'or
Twelve Dollars.
We will place your advertise
aient In 25 leauing newspapers' Sur.
day issue, for $12 per insertion. De-
scriptive circular FREE.
fHE PROBERT ADVERTISINU
AGENCY,
Taos, New Mexico.
THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.Large Sample Rooms.
PRISON DISCIPLINE
Just how to handle prisoners in a states prison to the best advantage,best for their colleagues is a
-b-est for themselves; best for the public;
question that is still unanswered after all the years during which prisons
have existed and convicts been confined.
Michhigan has just been in the limelight. As a result the question ofis again before the people. Thehow to handle men confined in prison
prisoners revolted. They were overpowered by the militia.
Here is the way they were punished:
..a v,o...i ,. ninr-Br- i unnn a ladder which lay flat upon the floor, fcacn
bristle with thrilling incidents and se-
vere hardships which are generally
considered as only the work for men,
and hardy, stalwart men, at that.
In reading of the trials endured by
this intrepid young woman, one is
awed by the endurance of human na-
ture when put to the test. The hard- -
Juniper mining district, fourteen miles
north of Silver City, proved the good
things said of their camp from time to
time by breaking into a body of ore
that bids fair to make Juniper one of
the great gold and' silver producers.
The strike was made over a week ago.
and outside of quickly withdrawing an
offer to sell the mine for $20,000 cash,
hu- -
,,i0 t atrin hia Wk and lie with his face down across the 8hips seem almost beyond what How About That Fire Insurance? j
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
barrel About his wrists were placed handcuffs and his arms were stretched j manity could endure, but the recital
out in front and fastened to a round in the ladder. Leg irons were placed on of the trip, written in vivid style of
DR. W. -- UME BROWN,
Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ...
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
fhone Red j.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.
his ankles and his feet were stretched as far out Denina as pusoiuie DU a v lne young explorer is iuu ot interest
and tells a story which seems almost
the owners have said very little about
it. Asked about the richness of the
strike, Mr. Venable refused to give
perticulars, but the smile that over-
spread his face was one that bespoke
entire satisfaction. The reporter haz-
arded a guess at $300 per ton, but saw
at once that he was away under the
mark. "It's rich," said Mr. Venable,
--Then ActThink About It !DR. J. M. DIAZ,
RESIDENCE, DON CASPAR THE MOULTON-ESP- E COMPANY".
"it'tt rich." And that was as far as AVE
he would go. QENERAL AGENTS, SANTA FE, N. MThe present owners have been
working on the property, which n-
beyond belief.
It is of interest to New Mexico res-
idents to know that Miss Kelly is in-
tending to visit our state in the near
future, and will publish her impres-
sions of the Sunshine State.
GOOD WORK.
Just now a movement of great in-
terest is on foot in Santa Fe. The
real instigator is Sylvanus G. Morley,
and he Is to have back of him the cor-
dial of the city planning
board and a body of citizens.
Much credit is due also to Mayor
Celso Lopez who has joined hands
with those who are promoting this ad-
vanced movement which promises to
be of great value to Santa Fe.
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Black
OFICE HOURS. I to 3 P. M.
eludes the old Peerless mine, for
about four years. The chief values
were in silver, and the development
A REMARKABLE ACCIDENT INSURANCE POLICY.
TWENTY-FIV- E DOLLARS BUYS $7,500 in Accident Insurance
has been confined to doing the assess-
ment work on the nine claims which
constitute the group. Recently, when
silver advanced in price, development
was commenced on the Woodlawn No.
2. The vein, which at the surface was
make the skin of the back taut.
"A gag was placed in the mouth of every one so that the victim could
get none of the relief he might experience in groans and shrieks.
"Over those who had thin, white skins a sheet was placed, while those
with the thick, yellow hides had to take it bare . With these preliminaries
over, a bulky guard started in to whale the victim.
"Two fallows fainted and another fellow was limp when he was taken off
the barrel. When those fellows swooned away the whipping stopped until
they regained control of themselves'"
That sounds inhuman, barbarous. It seems like a leaf from some old
history when physical punishment was the only kind known.
And yet shall there be no discipline? Shall men who act like maniacs,
even threatening the lives of their fellow prisoners, be treated like those
who are amenable to the rules of the prison where they are incarcerated
for the violation of law?
One naturally wants to see kindness used, but if that fails utterly, what
then The claim is made concerning the Jackson prison that the fare was
poor. Did the prisoners appeal to the governor or the board of control,
before they resorted to violence?
There must be two sides.
who has committed crime is one of themanJust how best to help a
age's problems. It must depend something on the man himself whether
kindness or severity is the most affective.
. 0
Another text in our creed:
We pledge our party to legislation that will compel strict limitation of all
campaign contributions and expenditures, and detailed publicity
of both be-
fore as well as after primaries and elections.
We pledge our party to legislation compelling the registration of lobby-
ists' publicity of committee hearings except on foreign affairs, and recording
of all votes In committee; and forbidding federal appointees from holding
office In state or national political organizations, or taking part as officers
or delegates In political conventions for the nomination of elective state or
national officials.
and In the case that one is Injured while upon a public conveyance this amountdoubles : also in tbe cane of total disability you are paid $26 per week (or the per-iod that you are disabled, even if It is for life. There are man; other features In
this eontraut that we would like to explain to you in person.
L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
Cation Block, alace Ave., next
door to Wells argo Ex.
PHONE 233.
Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 6a
ROOM 21, CAPITAL CITY
BANK BL. DOGENERAL AGENTS HALL & HALLquite narrow, showed values of $159
in silver and gold. After following it
down about 60 feet It was decided to
drift, as the vein showed signs of wid-
ening. The change of direction proved
a wise move, for the' vein opened nice-
ly and the value Increased. When the
drift had reached 20 feet, the assays
which caused the hasty removal of the
property from the market, were made.
The work ot development has been
continued since, but no shipment of
ore has been made.
The Juniper district has been at--
The details of the work and what is
to be done will be given in the col-
umns of this paper, but those things
that look to the advancement and
progress of Santa Fe are always of in-
tense interest to the Bystander.
A bigger, better, broader, livelier
Santa Fe Is what we all want. We
want a city of 25,000 people. We want
to be known in metropolitan cities as
a member of the metropolitan family.
We want to be up there with the best
of them, and the beauty of it all is we
have the credentials to put us there.
Are You a Seller? An advertise
ment in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real r
tate on the oiarket effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
the eyes f all possible buyers.
tablish claim to the land above de-
scribed, before Register or Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 8th day of October, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Euloglo Sandoval, of Lamy, N. M.;
Jose Larranaga, ot Lamy, N. M.;
Feliberto Martinez, of Lamy, N. M.;
Luciano Ortega, Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, Aug. 30. 1912.
NOTICE is hereby given that Su-san- o
Sandovai, of Lamy, N. M., who,
ou March 8, 1906, made Homestead
Entry No. 9011, for NW 1-- Section
11, Township 13 N., Range 11 E , N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-
tion to make Five-yea- r proof, to es
Latest sporting news In the Santa
Fe New Mexican. Rend It
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EDWIN F.ty were dry and in western New Mex- - Lordsburg Liberal next week. COARD, Chief kinds of domestic animals; to buy, paragraphs of tnis charter shall be reAttest:
of Clerk.A. C. Ash, custom inspector lease or otherwise acquire, construct, garded as independent objects, pur- -THE WEATHER
FOR AUGUST maintain and operate slaughter houses poses and powers.and packing plants, and to carry on a
ico, McKinley, San Juan, western
Valencia and northwest Socorro coun-
ties were dry.
The sunshine of the nj2r..ft r.-a-a
practically normal; there were 12
clear days, 15 partly cloudy and 4
Columbus, has been in Dealing on
business for several days.
P. J. Morau spent Saturday here
on business.
John Muir, prominent cattleman of
Certificate of Incorporation of Cold
Storage and Ice Company.
We, the undersigned, in order to
form a' corporation fur the purposes
hereinafter stated, under and pur
179 Fal- -Furnished rooms for rent,
ace avenue.
Lordsburg, was here on business Sat
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have
hereunto set our hands and seals this
1th day of September, A. D. 1912.
D. C. COLLIER, (SEAL.)
FRANK OWEN, (SIOAL.)
ARTHUR J. GRIFFIN. (SEAL.)
STATE OF NEW MEXICO )
)ss
COUNTY OF SANTA FE )
The month of August, 1912, In New
Mexico, averaged slightly below the
normal In temperature, a little above
the normal in rainfall, and practically
normal in sunshine and wind move
urday.
dairy business in all its branches.
To buy and sell hay, oats, bran,
corn, alfalfa and other grains, grasses
and cereals; to purchase, manufac-
ture, sell and deal in all kinds of
building materials; to construct,
maintain and operate central plants
for the distribution and sale of steam
for power and heating purposes.
Albert Field and wife returned from
suant to the provisions of an Act of
the Legislative Assembly of the Ter-
ritory of New Mexico, entitled: "An
Act to Regulate the Formation and
WANTED A competent cook. Ap-
ply to Mrs. A. 13. Renehan.
FOR RENT 6 room house with
furniture or not, Aug. 20, D. S. Low.
itsld.
ment. The deficiency in temperature
was general over the state, except for
cloudy, while 0.01 inch or more pre-
cipitation occurred on 9 days. There
was 77 per cent of the total possible
sunshine at Santa Fe and 07 per cent
at Roswell. The humidity was low,
winds were light and prevailing
southwesterly, and the month was a
pleasant, favorable one.
TEMPERATURE.
On this 4th day of September, 1912,1
a two days' visit to El Paso, Satur-
day.
Dr. I. B. Keller, who has been prac-
ticing medicine yi Lordsburg for
three weeks, filling the place of a lo-
cal doctor there who is away on a
vacation, visited Deming Saturday. Dr.
Keller was thrown from a horse sev- -
Government of Corporations for Min-
ing, Manufacturing, Industrial and
Other Pursuits," approved March 15,
1905, do hereby certiliy as follows:
FIRST: The name of the corpora-
tion is:
COLD STORAGE AND ICE
IN FI RTH FRANCE AND NOT IN be fore me personally appeared D. C.
LIMITATION of the general powers Collier, Frank Owen and A. .1. Grif-- FOR SALE Two story residence on
conferred by the laws of the State fin, to me known to be the persons do-- 1 Palace avenue. Lot 00x240 feet. O. (J.
of New Mexico, and the objects and scribed in and who executed the fore- - Watson & Co.
rtli ,T.rofia l.r.,...l.. fn..li 1. f .... t ......... 3 1. t .3 1
The mean temperature for the
juijjuaca iiviciu ot-l- , 1UJ III, IV IB nihil mil (111, iillU HH K JJ U J eut'U " '
pressly provided that this corporation that they and each of thein executed: FOR SALE Fine black driving
a small area extending from eastern
Socorro county and the Capitan moun-
tains northeast to southern Union and
Quay counties, where a slight excess
occurred, greatest in the vicinity of
Socorro and over northern Quay coun-
ty. On the other hand, quite a mark-
ed deficiency occurred in central and
western Gfant county, southern Dona
Ana, western Mora and San Miguel,
and from western Valencia, county
northward along the western border.
Rather warm weather prevailed at.
following powers,SECOND: The registered office of shall also have tlit
the corporation is located in Rooms! viz:
month, determined from the records eral days aB an(i one of his ribB
was broken and a tooth knocked outof 87 stations, having a mean alti- -
tude of about 5,000 feet, was 70.2 de- - by the falL
grees, or 0.6 degree below the normal,! Hugh H. Williams, president o? the
and 0.5 degree below August, 1911. state corporation commission is
The highest local monthly mean was spending a few days with his family
10-1- Laughlin Building, in the City
the same as their free act and deed. ' horse and good buggy. Apply 257 San
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have j Francisco street,
hereunto set my hand and affixed my j
official seal the day and year first. FOR SALE National Cash Reg-abov- e
written. Ister two drawers practically new.
To take. own. hold, deal in. mort- -
oC Santa Fe, New Mexico; Mr. Frank gage or otherwise lien, and to lease,Owen is designated as the statutory79.8 degrees at Artesia and Carlsbad, sell, exchange, transfer, or In any
manner whatever dispose of real prop (SEAL.) NORA E. SUMMERS,and the lowest 50.4 degrees at Eliz- - O. C, Watson & Co.
Notary Public.erty, within or without the State of
la Deming.
A. W. Pollard and wife have return-
ed from their summer vacation. Dur-
ing the summer they took an exten-
sive trip on the Great Lakes and also
visited the parents of Mrs. Pollard in
Tortage, Wis.
My commission expires March 14,1New Mexico, wherever situated. FOR SALE Good team of young
agent therein, in charge thereof, and
upon whom process against the cor-
poration may be served.
THIRD: The objects for which the
corporation is established are:
To manufacture, sell, buy, export
1916. mountain horses, for driving or rid-- !
ing. Santa Fe Hardware and Supply
To acquire the good will, rights
and property, and to undertake the Endorsed No. 7292, Cor. Re.c'd Vol. Co.Certificate of Incorporawhole or any part of the assets or lia-- ! Yagp, 3 SIJesse Hill, United States commis- tion of Cold Storage and Ice Com-- 1Bloner of Hachita, has been in Dem
the beginning of the month and con abethtown. The highest recorded tem-tinue-
with little interruption, until j perature was 101 degrees at Artesia
the 13th, when heavy thunderstorms on the 10th, and the lowest 29 degrees
relieved the heat. A second period of at Elizabethtown on the 7th. The
fairly high temperature occurred greatest local monthly range in tem-fior- ri
the 22d or 23d to the 29th or! perature was go degrees at Taylor,
30th, and the month closed with cool-lan- d the least 31 degrees at Cloud-e- r
weather overspreading the state, croft, while the greatest local daily
The only marked cool period, how-- 1 range was 58 degrees at Bluewater on
ever, occurred from the 14th to the; the 7th. The district averages were
21st, although low night tempera-- j as follows: No. 7, 10.8 degrees; No.
tures (and in many instances the low-s- , G9.9 degrees; No. 9, 09.0 degrees,
est of the month) occurred from the, PRECIPITATION.
LOST Roston bull pup, brown andpany.
Filed in office of State Corporation black, white marks, with long ears.
and import and generally deal in ma-
chinery, tools and devices of every
character and description for the cut-
ting or manufacture of. ice; to pur-
chase chemicals for Hie manufacture
of artificial ice; to erect, build, pur
bilities of any person, firm, associa-
tion or corporation; to pay for the
same in cash, the stock of this com-
pany, bonds or otherwise, to hold or
in any manner to dispose of the whole
or any part of the property so pur
ing several days on business.
E. A. Lane and wife of Silver City,
came to Deming yesterday by automo
HoweK Ervien,Return to John or
Santa Fo. Reward.
Commission Sept. 5, 1912: 10 a. m.
EDWIN F. COARD,
Clerk
Compared E. D. C. to .1. J. O. A home for a home lover. Several
newly furnished rooms with conven-- '
iences of home. Mrs. Robinson, cor-- ;
ner Grant avenue and Johnson St.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )
)ss
County of Santa Fe )
bile and returned this morning.
Mrs. S. U. Chambe of Benson, Ariz-
ona, has leased the upper story of the
new Baker building and will install
a hotel there. She writes that she
will be here by the 15th of this month
to begin arrangements for opening the
hotel on October 1st.
Misses Fay McKees and Olive Wood
chased; to conduct in any lawful man-
ner the whole or any part of any busi-
ness so acquired, and to exercise all
the powers necessary or convenient in
end about the conduct and manage-
ment of such business.
chase, lease or otherwise acquire suit-
able land and plants for the manu-
facture and storage of ice; to engage
in the business of wholesaling and
retailing ice to middlemen and con-
sumers.
To preserve In cold storage and
2d or 3d to the 9th. The highest tem-
perature of the month occurred var-
iously on the 2d, 3d. 7th to 12th, and
25th to 29th, while the coolest day
was generally the 15th or ICth.
The precipitation of the month was
very local in character, coming large-
ly as local thunder showers. Some of
these were heavy, resulting in consid-
erable delay to trade and loss to
farming industry as well as damaging
I hereby certifiy that this instru-- 1
ment was filed for record on the (ith A competent, bookkeeper and sten-da- y
of September A. D. 1912, at 10 ographer, preferably one that is
o'clock a. m., and was duly recorded versed in English and Spanish. Apply
in Hook 1 of the records of Corp'n!nt E. Rosenwald fc Son, "Plaza," Las
page 010, on this 7th day of Septem- - j Vegas, New Mexico,
ber, A. D. 1912.
Witness my hand seal of office TYPEWRITERS.
went to EI Paso yesterday on a pleas-
ure trip.
The average precipitation, as deter-
mined from the records of 153 sta-
tions, was 2. 80 inches, or 0.34 inch
above the normal, and 1.05 inches
greater than August, 1911. The great-
est monthly amount was 7.05 at
Berino, and the least 0.10 near Los
Lunas, at the Richard Pohl ranch.
The greatest amount in any 24 hours
was 4.05 inches at Clovis on the 4th
from 7:45 to 11 p. m. The district
averages were as follows: No. 7, 2.S9
inches; No. 8, 2.S5 inches; No. 9, 2.82
inches.
CHARLES E. LINNEY,
To guarantee, purchase, hold, sell,
assign, transfer, mortgage, pledge or
otherwise dispose of, the shares of
the capital stock of, or any bonds, se-
curities of evidences of indebtedness
issued or created by any other cor-
poration or corporations of this
state or any other state, country,
nation or government, and while
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. NewM. A. ORTIZ,
CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
OF COLD STORAGE AND ICE
COMPANY.
State of New Mexico.
Office of the State Corporation Com
N. M. platens furnished. Ribbons and supCounty Clerk. Santa Fe Co
V. I. ALARID, Deputy,
CERTIFICATE OF STOCKHOLD
generally deal in all kinds of food
products; to manufacture, buy, sell
and deal in ice: to buy, sell, store,
import and export fuel, fish, butter,
milk and all kinds of food products,
whether animal or vegetable; to
operate and maintain stores, building
warehouses and depots for the carry-
ing on of. any of the aforesaid lines
or business. .
To acquire by purchase, lease, own,
hold, sell, mortgage or encumber both
improved and unimproved real estate
wherever situated; to survey, subdi-
vide, plat and improve the same for
purposes of sale or otherwise; also to
owner or said stock may ex
plies. Typewriters sold, exchangee
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guar-
anteed. Santa Fe Typiwriter
Phone 231.
Section Director.
ERS OF COLD
STORAGE AND ICE COMPANY.
State of New Mexico.
Office of the State Corporation Com-
mission.
It Is Hereby Certified, that the an-
nexed is a full, true and complete
ercise all the rights, powers and
privileges of ownership, including the
right to vote thereon, to the same ex-
tent as natural persons might or could
do:
To enter into, make and perform
contracts of every kind with any per
mission.
It Is Hereby Certified, that the an-
nexed is a full, true and complete
transcript of the Certificate of Incor-
poration of Cold Storage and Ice Com-
pany. (No. 7292.), with the endorse-
ments thereon, as same appears on file
and of record in the office of the State
Corporation Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the Chair-
man and Chief Clerk of said Com
GOING AND COMING
AT DEMING
roads and highways. One of the re-
markable features of the month was
the large amount of rain in the lower
Rio Grande valley and extreme south-
west, extending thence eastward over
the Sacramento valley and Capitan
mountains to central Lincoln county
and, in a narrow strip, through Chaves
to Curry county. Many localities in
southern Dona Ana county received
as much rainfall during the month as
usually falls in a year. Districts 'in
Roosevelt, Quay, Union, Colfax, Mora,
San Miguel, Sierra and Socorro coun-
ties, as well as the Manzano and San-di- a
mountains, also received heavy
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
transcript, of the Certificate of Stock-- 1 Pecos Natl. Forest, August 15, 1912.Deming, N. M. Don Kedzie, edi-
tor of the Lordsburg Liberal, was in
Deming Saturday. The park well was
put in operation for his especial bene mission have hereunto set their
fit and the veteran editor expressed hands and affixed the seal of said
construct, erect and operate thereon
houses, buildings, lighting and power
plants, machinery and appliances; to
furnish water power and electricity
for power and lighting purposes.
To carry on in all its branches a
general livestock mid stock raising
farm and range business; to buy, sell,
breed, raise and generally deal in
sheep, cattle horses, poultry and all
holders' of Cold Stor--j Notice is hereby t'iven that Ricar.
age and Ice Company; (No.. 7293),! do Valencia of Pecos, New Mexico,
with the endorsements thereon, as v- ho n September 3, 1907, made
same appears on file and of record in Homestead Entry No. 11952 for N 2
the office of the State Corporation SE 1"4- - SW 4 SE1-4- , SE 4 SW
Commission. Section 6, Township 17 N., Range 12
In Testimony Whereof, the chairman N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no-an- d
Chief Clerk of said Commission tk'e of intention to make five-yea- r
have hereunto set Iheir hands and P'oof, to establish claim to the land
affixed the seal of said Commission, at above described, before Register or
the City of Santa Fe, on this 5th day Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa
son, firm, association or corporation,
municipality, body politic, county, ter-
ritory, state, government or colony or
dependency thereof, and without; limit
as to the amount; to draw, make, ac-
cept, endorse, discount, execute and
issue promissory notes, drafts, bills
of exchange, warrants, bonds, de-
bentures and other negotiable or
transferable instruments and evidence
of indebtedness, whether secured
or otherwise, as well as to
secure the same by mortgage or
himself as being greatly surprised to Commission, at the City of Stanta Fe,
see water gushing from this ancient on this 5th day of September, A. D.
desert which he had known sq long. ; 1912.
He said he would express his views (Seal.) HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
more at length in an editorial in the; Chairman.
rainfall. And generally the dry farm-
ings regions were fortunate, receiv-
ing abundant rainfall, a'though south-
east Chaves and most of Eddy coun- -
of September, A. D. 1912. New Mexico, on the 11th day of
(SEAL.) HUGH II. WILLIAMS, j uctoner, isi2.
otherwise, as well as to secure the
same by mortgage or otherwise, so
far as may be permitted by the laws
of the State of New Mexico.Is Yoiir
Chairman.! uaimani names as witnesses:
Attest: EDWIN F. COARD, Chief P'udenclo Gonzales, Ramon Quin-Cler-
'tana, Pablo A. Gonzales, Casimlro
Certificate of Stockholders' Non-Lia- -j Gallogos' a!1 of Pe(;os- - ew Mexico,
bility of Cold Storage and Ice Com- - MANUEL R. OTERO,
pany. Hegister.
This is to certify that the under-- 1
signed, being all the original incorpor-- 1 NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
To have offices, conduct its business
and promote its objects within and
without the State of New Mexico, in
oilier States, the District of Colum-
bia, the territories and colonies of the
United States, and in foreign coun-
tries, without restriction as to place
or amount.
To purchase, hold, cancel and e
the shares of its capital stock.
ators who have filed the Certificate of
Department of the Interior,Child Fed U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.August 22, 1912.Notice is hereby given that Leopol-d- o
Gonzales, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
who, on May 27. 1907. made Home.
Incorporation of the above named cor-
poration, thereby associating them-
selves together under the provisions
of Section 23, Chapter 79, enacted by
the SOth Legislative Assembly of New
Mexico, approved March 15, 1905, for
and on behalf of themselves, all other
stockholders who may become asso
To do any or all of the things here-
in set forth to the same extent as
natural persons might or could do,
steady Entry No. 11519 for N 2 SW
SE 4 NW SW 4 NE
Section 34, Township 15 N., Range 9
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
ol intention to make proof, to
establish claim to the land above de-
scribed, before Register or Receiver.
To
and in any part of the world, as prin-
cipals, agents, contractors, trustees or
otherwise, and either alone or in com-
pany with others.
In General to carry on any other
meet
ciated with them and said corpora-
tion, do hereby declare that there
shall be no stockholders' liability on
account of any stock issued by the
the demands
of school life?
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on the 15th day of October,
1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino,
Agustine Montoya, Estanislado Pena,
all of Galisteo. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
said corporation, and that all stock-
holders of said corporation shall be
exempt from all liabilities on account
of any stock issued or held by them,
except such liability for the amount
of the capital stock certified to have
been paid, in property or cash, at the
time of the commencement of busi-
ness.
The registered office of the corpora-
tion is located at Rooms 11-1- Laugh-
lin Bldg., Santa Fe, New Mexico, and
business in connection therewith,
whether manufacturing or otherwise,
not contrary to the laws of the State
of New Mexico, and with all the pow-
ers conferred upon corporations by
the laws of the State of New Mexico,
FOURTH: The corporation is au-
thorized to issue capital stock to the
extent of Twenty-fiv- e Thousand ($25,-000- )
Dollars, divided into Two hun-
dred fifty (250) shares, of One Hun-
dred ($100) Dollars each.
FIFTH: The name and postofflce
addresses of the incorporators, and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Mr. Frank Owen is designated as the Department of the Interior.
statutory agent therein, and in charge u. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
thereof, and upon whom process August 9, 1912.
against the corporation may be Pecos Forest.
the number of shares of capital stock
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
Lamy rare of Fablo Gonzales, Pecos,
New Mexico, on August 23, 1907, made
Homestead Application No. 04728-11-90-
for SW 4 NE S 2 NW 1--
served.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we, the
said incorporators, have hereunto set
our hands and seals on this 4th day
of September, A. D. 1912.
D. C. COLLIER, (SEAL.)
FRANK OWEN, (SEAL.)
ARTHUR J. GRIFFIN, (SEAL.)
STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )
subscribed for by each, the aggregate
of which shall be the amount with
which the corporation will commence
business are as follows:
Name. Residence. Shares. Value.
D. C. Collier, San Diego,
California 110 $11,000
Frank Owen, Santa Fe,
New Mexico 10 1,000
A. J. Griffin, Santa Fe,
New Mexico 10 1,000
Study taxes the brain and nerves of the growing Youngsters-Certainly- ,
that's natural and expected; and if fed right, they
grow rosy in body and hearty in brain.
If a child droops under school training it is a SIGNAL FLAG.
Something used up each day that is not replaced from the food.
Don't neglect the signal!
There is one absolutely dependable food, because it contains
the certain parts of wheat and barley that rebuild, not only the
body, but the gray matter in Brain and nerve centres.
If you have any question of the scientific truth of this state-
ment, write us for analysis of Brain and nerve centres and anal-
ysis of
)ss
County of Santa Fe. )
130 $13,000
NW 4 SW Section 8, Township
17 N., Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
final five-yea- r proof, to establisr-clai-
to the land above described, be-
fore Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mex., on, the
9th day of October, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Crecencio Roybal, Pablo Gonzales,
of Pecos, New Mexico; Manuel Delga-do- ,
of Santa Fe, New Mexico; Juan
Ramirez, of Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
SIXTH: The time for which this
corporation shall exist shall be fifty
On thi-- s 4th day of September, A. D.
1912, before me personally appeared
D. C. Collier, Frank Owen and A. J.
Griffin, to me personally known to be
the persons described in and who ex-
ecuted the foregoing instrument and
acknowledged to me that they exe-
cuted the same as their free act and
deed.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
hereunto set my hand and affixed my
notarial seal the day and year in this
certificate first above writtem
(SEAL.) NORA E. SUMMERS.
Notary Public- -
My commission expires March 14,
1916.
Endorsed No. 7293. Cor. Ree d. Vol.
6 Page 181. Certificate of Stockhold
(50) years.
SEVENTH: The name of the mem-
bers of the Board of Directors for the
first three mopths shall be as follows:
D. C. Collier, Frank Owen and A. J.
Griffin.
EIGTH: The directors shall have
power to authorize and cause to be
executed, mortgages and liens upon
the property and franchises of this
corporation, subject to the provisions
of the
With the consent in writing, and
pursuant to an Affirmative vote of the
Let Him Know It If you are lut or
a position, you must let the employer
know it. A want advertisement In the
ness and professional man In the city
and county and a great many in the
state. If you have any special tal-
ent, d not hide it tinder a bushel.
holders of two-third- s (2-3- ) of the cap
REPUBLICAN
STATE '
CONVENTION
FOOD
There is no guesswork here, but absolute dependable fact that can be made
use of by any parent sufficiently interested in the child's development to investigate.
A regular diet of Grape-Nu- ts and cream, as part of each meal, will tell its
tale of health and "fortunately" the children like it.
"There's a Reason" for Grape-Nu- ts
Sold by Grocers
POSTUM CEREAL FOOD CO., LTD., PURE FOOD FACTORIES, BATTLE CREEK, MICH.
ital stock issued and outstanding, the
Directors shall have authority to dis-
pose, in any manner, of the whole
property of this corporation.
This corporation reserves the right
to amend alter, change or repeal any
provision contained in this Certificate
of Incorporation, in the manner now
or hereafter prescribed by the stat-
utes of the State of New Mexico, and
all rights conferred on officers, direc-
tors and stockholders herein are
granted, subject to this reservation.
It Is the intention that the objects,
purposes and powers specified In the
third paragraph hereof shall, except
where otherwise specified in said par-
agraph be nowise limited or restrict-
ed by reference to or inference from
the terms of any other clause or par
aeraph in this certificate of Incorpor-
ation," but that the objects, purposes
and powers specified in the third par
ers' of Cold Storage and
Ice Company.
Filed in office of State Corporation
Commission Sept. 5, 1912; 10 a. m."
EDWIN F. COARD,
Clerk.
Compared E. D. C. to J. J. O.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )
)ss
County of Santa Fe. )
I hereby certify that this instru-'- .
ment was filed for record on the Cth
day of September, A. D. 1912, at 10
o'clock a. m., and was duly recorded
In Book 1 of the records of Corp'n
page C14 on this 7thtday of Septem-
ber, A. D. 1912.
Witness my hand seal of office-
-
(SEAL.) M. A. ORTIZ,
County Clerk, Santa Fe Co., N. M.
V I. Alarid, Deputy.
Attorneys: Wilson, Bowman & Dun-- '
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.,
Sept. 12, 1912.
One and One-Fif- th Fare from
All Points in New Mexico
TO ALBUQUERQUE AND RETURN.
Dates of Sale, Sept. 9, 10, II and 12th
Return Limit Sept. 16, 1912.
FARE FROM i ? SANTA FE
SANTA FE VTtlw ALLTBEWAY
H.S. LUTZ, Agt, SANTA FE, N. M
agraph and in each of the clauses orjlavy.
i
U
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fit you with, a Smithsoniaa. Zook's
Pharmacy.
Dance . Tomorrow. The "Woman's
Board of Trade will hold a subscrip-
tion dance tomorrow night at the li-
brary hall.
FOR RFNT Beautifully furnished
modern house of seven rooms. Cheap
"The Home of Quality Groceries"A
Mmaria-Blo- od Poverty
of blood poverty known as Anaemia; the circulation
becomefso 4akand impure that it iunable to supply the system withSen nourishment and strength to preserve ordinary hea t h. In the
fir of Malaria the complexion grows pale and sallow, the appetiteaffS bilious, and there 3 ageneral feeling of weak-nf- stl e system growS saturated with thebecomes more thoroughly
.Asiuecirtuiuwuii fi, la rleranffed. chills
i
INTERVENTION
MUST COME
SOON
tel. Address M. New Mexican.
Water Colors Three water colors
of Taos Indians made by Gerald Cas-sid- y,
the distinguished artist, are on
exhibit in the office of the secretary
of the School of American Archaeol-
ogy. Mr. Cassidy, accompanied by
his wife, have begun a five year tour
of the world. They spent several
weeks in Santa Fe where they have
many friends.
What your doctor orders is what
you ought to have, and what you get
when we fill your prescriptions.
Zook's Pharmacy.
and fever come and go, skin diseases, boils, sores
and ulcers break out, and the entire health becomes
impaired. Malaria can only be cured by removing
the germs from the blood. S:S. .S. destroys every
particle of malarial infection and builds up
the
Then theblood to a strong nourishing condition.
system receives its proper amount of nmentand healthful, thesallow complexions grow ruddy
liver and digestion are righted and every symptom
of Malaria passes away. S.' S. S. cures i l every
86" MMi THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
OJINAGA TAKEN BY
MEXICAN REBELS.
(Continued from Page One.)
Satisfied Customers Every Day
IS THE BEST PROOF
That We Can Please You, Too. and Rafael Campa
from the west. The rebels have been, reported in the
force is reported to number mediate vicinity of, Juarez, but there
Hhnnt 1.0(10 rebels, all well armed and has been no activity in the Juarez
if taken at once. George M. Kinsel,
phone 35 W.
The Well Dressed fellow that you
passed and turned around to take a
second look was a discriminating man,
a man who knows what a difference.
He had one of the tailor made suits
of the Capital Tailor.
The Majestic Range gives more hot
water with less fuel than any other
stove. Wood-Davi- s Co.
Meeting Friday A call meeting of
the Woman's Home Missionary so-
ciety will be held at 3:30 p. m. at St.
John's Methodist church. There will
be an election of officers. All mem-
bers are requested to turn in the mite
boxes.
For reliable electric work see
Sparks. Prices always reasonable,
service prompt.
Advanced Fall and Winter Styles.
Latest Fabrics shown for Ladles' gar-
ments at W. H. Goebel Co.
Warranty Deed. A warranty deed
was filed in the county clerk's office
from Mrs. Dorotea Motley to Fred
Muller, for land and buildings on Gal-iste- o
and Ortiz streets. This prop-
erty includes the famous old opera
house. The consideration was $1.
Madras, regular price 35 cts per yd.,
at 15 cts during the sale. See or
window display. Salmons.
Pure old fasnioned castor oil ren-
dered easy to take. Come to our
fountain and let us prepare it for you.
Zook's Pharmacy.
New Ladies 'Fall Suits, one lot to
bi sold at $11.00. Regular price $17.50
to $20. See display in windows.
Salmons.
The ladies of the M. E. church will
have a sale of home baked bread,
cake, pies and home made candy in
the basement of the church, Friday,
the 13th. Every one knows the good
things the Methodist ladies have for
sale, so come early. sale Begins at2t10:30 a. m.
Use a Round Oak Base Burner.
Means Smaller Coal Bills and More
Heat, at GOEBEL'S.
Fine Enlargements. Jesse Xus-bau-
the photographer with the
School of American Archaeology, has
equipped his room with an enlarging
plant and has just made some very
fine enlargements of the group taken
at the farewell party given by the
Santa Fe club in honor of Dr. F. M.
Bishop.
Wood-Davi- s Co. have just received
a car load of Majestic Ranges. The
best stove on the market.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent.
The finest rooms in the city, having
all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and hatha.
The European Hotel, centrally lo-
cated. State Progressive Headquart-
ers in the hotel.
FOR RENT, a neat seven room fur-
nished bungalow, opposite Palace ho
THE FACT
THAT
WE ARE
SERVING AND PLEASING
A HOST OF
MAY BE IT WAS
FOR SNAKE BITE?
"
Washington, D. C, Sept. 11 Charg- -
es that Robert G. Valentine who re-
signed yesterday as commissioner of
Indian affairs, took liquor with him on
an official visit to an Indian reserva-
tion in Oklahoma, will be investigat-- ;
ed by the department of justice, it was
learned here today,
Washington, D. C, Sept. 11. The al- -'
legation that the commissioner had
violated the law was made several
months aero at a congressional hear- -
ing before a committee investigating
the Indian offices.
A person, whose name is not dis-- !
closed, recently called the charges to
the attention of the department of
(justice and was informed by the act
ing attorney general that the sunject
would be taken up.
equipped.
NO INTERVENTION YET.
Washington. D. C, Sept. 11. Inter-
vention in Mexico seemed a step
farther off today. Rebel raiding along
the border is expected to be ended
by the Mexican federals who are to be
nermitted to cross Texas and New
Mexico to attack the insurgents along
the frontiers of Chihuahua and Sono-
ra. s
While one force of federals moves
down from the northern boundary, an-
other force is being worked up the
Southern Pacific line in Mexico. The
plan is to catch the rebels between
the two forces. Representatives of
the republic here assert this move
will only transfer the seat of war
from the border to the mountains.
Madero's movement of troops to the
north is in response to the demand
of this government that Americans be
protected. The movement now under
way is expected to quiet the situation,
for the present at least.
WE CARRY THE BEST OF
Meats, Groceries and Veg-
etable Goods.
1 4 lbs Sugar $1.00
Phone 4 F. ANDREWS Phone 4
United States troons ordered to the.tnined in errand Jurv indictments. In
Firemen's
Convention
SANTA FE, N. M
September 14-1- 5, 1912.
For this occasion the Santa Fe
will sell tickets from all points
in New Mexico to Santa Fe and
return at one and one-fift- h
fare for the round trip.
Dales Of Sale, Sept. Iltli to 14th.
Return Limit, Sept 17th, 1912.
H. S. LLTZ, Agt.,
Santa Fe, - - NewMexico.
FALL MILLINERY
LATEST IN '
HATS,
FEATHERS,
ETC
MISS A. MUGLER,
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA
THE PLAZA
Market Co.
West Side of Plaza
Have Added a Complete
Line of
GROCERIES
To their Stock of Meats
Give Us a Trial.
THE
PLAZA MARKET CO.
""""
"
I
' R. V. BOYLE, Mgr
BUTT BROS, DRUG STORE.
S. SPITZ,
THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD- E
Watches
and
Clocks.
" Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."
5ALE OF
Freezers !
Agua Prieta.
There are several hundred federal
soldiers in Juarez, but there seems to
be no haste to land any of them to
go to Sonora.. For several days
garrison so far as noted. .
TELEPHONE LINE DOWN.
Marfa, Texas, Sept. 11. The tele-
phone line between here and Presidio,
Texas, was out of order this after-
noon delaying details of the battle.
There is no apparent explanation for
the difference between the reports
reaching here and those Brigadier
General steever ootainea at .i rami.
Dispatches to General Steever would
pass through Marfa and would come
from Presidio, the same as did local
reports of the rebel victory.
RICH MEN FACE
INDICTMENTS
Denver, Colo., Sept. 11. More than
a score of present and former city of-
ficials and prominent business men of
Denver appeared today in the criminal
division of the district court and gave
bond to appear to answer charges con
each case the bond was fixed at $ 1000,
except in the case of the present city
officials who were released on their
own recognizance. The cases were
set for hearing October 5.
The charges against present and
former city officials accuse them of
failure to enforce' laws against open
vice. Among those appearing in these
cases were:
Mayor Henry J. Arnold, Chief of Po-
lice O'Neill, A. A. Blsikely, George
Creel and Thomas 3. McGiew, mem-
bers of the fire and police board;
former Mayor R. W. Speer; former
Chief of Police Hamilton Armstrong;
W. T. Davoren, Earl Hewett and D.
A. Borton, members of the Are and
police board, under the Speer admin-
istration.
The present city' officers were rep
resented by counsel from the city at-
torney's office and the former city of-
ficials by Attorney H. Lindsley. All
these are in the city except former
Mayor R. W. Speer and Attorney
Lindsey informed the court that he
would return to Denver by October
1.
Among those who appeared to an- -
sjver charges of renting property for
immoral purposes:
The International Trust, company
and Its officers; Bennett R. Myers,
real estate firm; and about thirty in-
dividuals.
Mountains States' Telephone and
Telegraph company and President E.
B. Field and Vice-Preside- E. B.
Field, Jr., indicted on a charge of ob-
structing public streets were repre-
sented by counsel and furnished. bond.
The city attorney's office asked the
court for a copy of the indictment
against the telephone company based
on the contention that it is an in-
teresting party in litigation Involving
that corporation.
The members of the school board,
charged with failure to observe the
city's fire ordinance in equipping
school buildings, who appeared in
nerson or through counsel were
Stephen R. Knight, Mrs. M. W. Jones,
D. E. Phillips, John W. Gillespie and
P. V. Carlin.
JUDGE BISCHOFF GRANTS
STAY IN BECKER TRIAL,
New York, N. Y.. Sept. 11. Su-
preme Court Jusfice BischofT today
granted a stay in the Becker trial, de--
J y, nna n.tl Dfltnha. 1 T V, u
was wanted, on application of John
F. Mclntyre, Becker's counsel, for the
appointment of a commission to take
the testimony of persons in Hot
Springs, Ark., who talked with Sam
Schepps, and his captors. The alder-mani- c
investigating committee decid-
ed to resume its work Friday when
Police Commissioner Waldo will tes-
tify.
j
j Latest sporting news in the Santa
Fe New Mexican. Read It
mm run krcserviiwTO GtT
NOW IS IHt Hint AND FOR TABLE USE.
CRAB APPLES, APKICOTS,
'
PLUMS, APPLES.
i
in the Southwest.Finest SweetPeasFlowers all the time.
U. S. SENATOR CATRON, JUST BACK
FROM WASHINGTON, SAYS UNCLE
SAM CAN SCARCELY AVOID INTER-
VENTION IN OLD MEXICO AND AT
AN EARLY DATEMUST UPHOLD
MONROE DOCTRINE
.
That the United States will have to
intervene in Old Mexico and intervene
mighty soon, was the expressed opin-
ion of United States Senator Thomas
B. Catron of New Mexico, in discuss-
ing the situation on the border.
"I dare say there is no man in the
United States more adverse to war
than President Taft," continued the
senator, "but the president has to up-
hold the "Monroe doctrine. If he does
not step into Mexico and protect the
lives of thousands of foreigners in
that country lives now menaced
greatly what is there left for foreign
countries to do but to go into Mex-
ico?
"There is another phase to be con-
sidered and that is the presence of
hundreds of thousands of Americans
in Old Mexico and property running
into millions of dollars in value.
Doubtless it will be a very disagree-
able task for this government to
throw an army into a neighboring re-
public, torn by dissentions as is Mex-
ico at this time; doubtless it would
cost this country both life and money
but the sacrifice will be worth while.
We can not let matters run along as
they are now without taking a de-
termined stand to protect lives dear
to this country and to foreign gov-
ernments."
Mr. Catron had several talks with
the president on the gravity of the
situation and the senator seemed to
think that intervention is no kmger a
matter of months, but of weeks.
New Mexico may be asked to fur-
nish two regiments to go to the bor-
der and in view of the fact that the
people of this state are accustomed
to the hardships of a country, not
gieatly different from Old Mexico,
the men the Sunshine state would send
could prove of great help.
Besides discussing the war in Mex-
ico, Mr. Catron showed much interest
in the "civil political war" and asked
news from the Duke City where the
progressives today are holding forth.
BIG RAILWAYS
FOR CHINA
I :
Pekin, Sept. 11. The project for a
great scheme of Chinese railways,
which holds the foremost place, in Dr.
Sun Yat Sen's program for the mod-
ernization of China, has commanded
the support of the Pekin government,
and may Involve a great extension of
the privileges of foreigners In the
country with possibilities of an Im-
mense increase in China's foreign,
trade.
The government Jias authorized Dr.
Sun Yat Sen to establish a corpora-
tion to carry out a system of national
railways covering territory 70,000
miles in extent.
Chinese and foreign companies will
be granted concessions throughout
China proper for periods of about 40
years, after which time the lines are
to revert to China.
Dr. Sun Yat Sen's proposals, which,
however, are thus far without govern-
ment sanction, included the opening
of the whole of China proper to for-
eign resident enterprises, foreigners to
be amenable to Chinese laws, through
special courts.
MERCHANT KILLS
HIMSELF TO
PAY BILLS
New York, Sept. 11. Nathan Gift,
a manufacturer of boy's clothing, and
treasurer of two silk manufacturing
concerns, who committed suicide, at
his down-tow- n office on Monday, took
poison because he saw that the failure
? the two companies was a matter of
hours and he believed his $100,000 life
insurance might be enough to satisfy
the hills.
This is the statement made by his
lawyer in a declaration to the credit-
ors. Petitions In bankruptcy were
filed yesterday against both companies.
Mr. Gift's own business had been
good, but his lawyer said that he had
guaranteed three-quarter- s of the debts
of the two concerns of which he was
treasurer and that this used up a great
deal of capital required in his own
business. In the bankruptcy petition,
it is stated that the insurance will just
settle with the creditors of both con-
cerns in full.
LOCAL ITEMS.
KASNER KAR auto for hire. Phone
141 J.
Collecting Road Tax. Marshal Ra-
fael Gomez and police assistants are
collecting the road tax for 1912. They
expect to have it in by the end of the
month. jOur Big Store sale ; is a boomer
prices are reduced to limit Salmons.
WANTED A man to run a fruit
evaporator. Apply to L. B. Prince, 111
Palace avenue. J ? ; -
Work tor the New Metlcan. It la
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state. ' : 'j. .
Good Trusses If you must wear a
truss at all, get a tcfdJpoelLet; us
THE CL.ARENDUN GARDENI THE BEST I
Lig..WOMEr& SHOES I
border, will move forward just the
same, and others at posts throughout
the west are ready.
There is a possibility that Mexican
federals may not be entrained at El
Paso at all. Officials here are re-
luctant to give the rebels the advant-
age of knowing in advance where the
federals will enter the United States,
the time of their entrainment, or at
which point they are likely to
into Mexico. It had been planned to
take them from El Paso to Douglas,
but there is an intimation this plan
may not be carried out. The sup-
ply of rifies and ammunition the Unit
ed States is attempting to place in
the hands of American colonists in
northern Mexico for their own pro-
tection, was reported today detained
at Warren, north of Naco. Rebel ac
tivity along the boundary, west of El
Paso, was reported today to the war
department.
Brigadier General Schuyler, from
Iluachuaca, Ariz., reported many
rebels just across the border. His
last night's dispatch says a force of
700 men, under Rojas and Tampa,
disabled a train south of Naco and
took possession of San Pedro, cover
ing the Del Rio railway which they
disabled. They threatened to dyna-
mite the bridges on the line if any ef-
forts were made to repair the rail-
road.
FACE DESPERATE CONDITION.
Agua Prieta, Mex., Sept. 11. Doug-
las sought to rescue eight American
women from the beleagured mining
camp of EI Tigre, but was compelled
when confronted by rebel bands of
marauders, to send them back to Ys.
Americans across the line will attempt
to rescue the women in automobiles.
' Douglas said that Nacozari railroad
was completely out of commission, the
rebels having burned twenty-seve- n
bridges within a distance of ten miles,
and destroyed everything along the
right of way. He added that the rebels
had also destroyed 'a ranch-hous- near
Frontieras and carried the American
owner away as a prisoner. The wom-
en and children at Frontieras have lit-
tle to eat and their condition is des-
perate.
Washington, D. C, Sept. 11 Re-
ports from the south of Mexico indi-
cate serious conditions there. Renew-
ed rebel activity is reported from
Guanajuato, Michoacan and Jalisco,
where there are daily engagements
between the federal and rebel bands.
The rebels are said to show increas-
ing boldness.
DELAY IN SENDING MEN.
El Paso, Texas, Sept. 11. A num-
ber of passenger coaches and baggage
cars were sent to Juarez this morn-
ing by the El Paso & Southwestern
railroad, at the request of the Mexi-
can federal garrison, bu.t this after-
noon at 2 o'clock the railroad officials
said they had not been asked to como
after the loaded cars and did not know
when the troops would be moved to
a beautiful array
DT'S the Women's Fall
that we
have here spread out for
your choosing!
Phone Black 12.
DOWN TOWN STAND,
HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will ran withoutA oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machin-
ery bui it needs both occasion-
ally. a
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
hnce a year. It will increase the
li' and accuracy of your watch,
Leave your watch with us to--
SPECIAL
Ice Cream
EACH SHOE
IS AN EXCLUSIVE
CREATION
from America's Leading
Fashion Authorities in
Footwear. Leathers of
Gun Metal, Calf. Patent
Colt, Sueees, Tan Calf,
Velvet, Etc.
; We've some beautiful styles in
Dull Mat' and Cloth Tops
pricedshoes $2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.o0
Shoe Luxury, $4.00, $4.50 and $5.00
THE SECRET OF LONG LIFE. -
Do not tap the springs of life by neglect of the human ipechanism, by allowing
the accumulation of poisons in the system. An imitation of Nature's method of
restoring waste of tissue and impoverishment of the blood and nervous strength is
to take an alterative glyceric extract (without alcohol) of Golden Seal and Oregon
grape root, Bloodroot, Stone and Mandrake root with Cherrybark. Over 40 years
ago Dr. Pierce gave to the public this remedy, which he called Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery. He found it would help the blood in taking up the proper ele-
ments from food, help the liver into activity, 'hereby throwing out the poisons from
the blood and vitalizing the whole system as well as allaying and soothing a cough.
No one ever takes cold unless constipated, or exhausted, and having what we
FOR MONDAY SELLING
1 Quart Jersey freezers, each $1.50
2 Quart Jersey freezers, each . ....... 1.90
3 Quart Jersey freezers, each ....... 2.25
4 Quart Jersey freezers, each ....... 1.90
3 Qt. White Mountain freezers. ...... 2.40
6 Qt. Wonder freezers ............. 3.00
6 Qt. Twin Triple Action' freezers. . . . 3.00
6 Qt. Arctic freezers 2.85
6 White Mountain freezers ......... 3.40
We are selling out all freezers to avoid carry-
ing them over for another year, this is your
opportunity to save.
Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Company.
Our Medium Priced Shoes are the best val-
ues ever offered at the prices. Our Shoes
of Luxury you will say excells anything in
beautiful shoemaking you've ever seen.
call which ta attended with impoverished blood
and exhaustion of nerve force. The " Discovery" is an
tonic which restores tone to the blood, nerves and
heart by imitating Nature's methods of restoring waste
of tissue, and feeding the nerves, heart and lungs on rich
red blood. .
" I Buffered from pain under my right shoulder blade also a very
severe cough," writes Mrs. W. Dobn, of New Brook od. S. C to Dr.R. V. Pierce. Buffalo, N. Y. "Bad four different doctors and none did
me any pood. Some said I had consumption, others said I would have
so have an operation. 1 was bedridden, unable to sit up for six months
and was nothing but a lire skeleton. You advised me to take Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery and Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets.When I had taken one bottle of the 'Discovery' I eouU sit up for anboor at a time, and when I had taken three bottles I could do my
cooking and tend to the children. I took fourteen bottles in all and was
than inaxwdheal ti. My weight Is now 167 pounds.IhnPflueger s.Doa
